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A User's Manual for the Emulation Simulation Computer Mode] was published
previously. The model consisted of a detailed model (emulation) of a SAWD CO2
removal subsystem which operated with much less detailed (simulation) models
of a cabin, crew, and condensing and sensible heat exchangers. The purpose
was to explore the utility of such an emulation/simulation combination in the
design, development, and test of a piece of ARm hardware - SAWD.
Extensions to thls orlglnal effort are presented In this manual. The first
extension is an update of the model to reflect change in the SAWD control
1oglc which resulted from test. In addltlon, slight changes were also made to
the SAWD model to permit restarting and to improve the iteration technique.
The second extension is the development of simulation models for more pieces
of air and water processing equipment. Models are presented for: ECD,
Molecular Sieve, Bosch, Sabatier, a new condensing heat exchanger, SPE, SFWES,
Catalytic Oxidizer, and multlflltratlon. The third extension is to create two
systems slmulatlons using these models. The first system presented consists
of one air and one water processing system. The second system consists of a
potential Space Station air revltallzatlon system complete with a habitat,






This User's Manual has been prepared by Hamilton Standard Division of United
Technologies Corporation for the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion's Langely Research Center in accordance with Contract NAS 1-17397,
"Development of an Emulation/Simulation Ccmputer Model of a Space Station
Enviro_tal Control and Life Support System (ECLSS)". This manual describes
the use of the three models developed under this contract.
Appreciation is expressed to the Technical Monitors Messrs. John B. Hall, Jr.
and Lawrence F. Rowell of the NASA Langley Research Center for their guidance
and advice.
This manual was written by Dr. James L. Yanosy, Program Engineer, with
assistance frcm Mr. Stephen A. Giangrande. The extensions to the program
presented in this manual were performed under the direction of Mr. John M.
Neel, Program Manager. Thanks is given to Joseph M. Hcma for his efforts in
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The Original User's manual [4] * presented the instructions to use
the Emulation Simulation Ccmputer Model (ES(_4). This model con-
sisted of simple models of a crew, sensible heat exdlanger, con-
densing heat exchanger, and a cabin combined with a very detailed
model of the SAWD CO 2 R_noval Subsystem. The simple models are
called simulations while the very detailed model is called an
emulation. The purpose of the progr_n was to explore the utility
of a cGmbined emulation/simulation program to assist in the design,
development, and testing of a piece of hardware-SAWD.
This original effort was extended to update the ESCM model
following SAWD testing, to develop new ccmputer simulations of
other air revitalization and wastewater processing equipment, and
lastly to develop two system simulations which would incorporate
various air revitalization and wastewater processing equipment.
The purpose of these additional system simulations is to explore
their utility in system design.
This report presents in the form of appendices to the original
User's Manual the new instructions for ESC_, the instructions to
use ECLSB, and the instructions to use the Space Station Model.




ESCM was updated to incorporate the new control logic resulting from
tests. In addition several improvements were also made in the output
and the iteration procedure. ECLSB Is one of the system simulations
generated. It models one ARS combines with a water processing system.
The User's Manual for this system has already been published [1], but
it is Included as Appendix B for completeness. Lastly, a Space
station model was generated; it consists of a habitat, laboratory,
four nodes, and two crews. Only air revltallzation processes are
simulated; the Instructlons for thls model are presented In Appendix
C.
The followlng are errata In the orlglnal User's Manual:
(I) Page 2, Figure I: above the box titled Launch Operation
words should be "Design changes" instead of Design chanes.
(2) Page 17, Table 5:
ESCM never calls
"Subroutine Name".
(3) Page 18, Table 6:
ESCM never call
"Subroutlne Name".
(4) Page 47, Table 8, NSTR15 Card; add the following In the
field: "Pressure from secondary side".
(5) Page 48, Table 8, NSTRE2O Card; add the following In the
field; "Pressure from secondary side".
the
Delete VLH20 subroutine and Its description as
it. Also, change "Subroutine None" to
Delete DUCT subroutine and its description as








(6) Page 49, Table 8, NSTR32 Card; add the following in the comment
field: "Tank fluid temperature is specified".
(7) Page 50, Table 8; the second TITL 21 3 line should be renumbered
to TITL 21 4.
(8) Page 50, Table 8: the llne after TITL 23 3 should be renumbered
from TITL 21 3 to TITL 23 4.
(9) Page 51, Table 8: the lines beginning with VALU 71 14 and VALU 71
15 should have the numbers 0.315 and 1.000 deleted.
(10) Page 53, Figure 8: in Note at top of figure, change the word
"nonzeroW to "non-blank u, The program checks for a blank field;
If the fleld Is not blank, then the program takes the specified
action.
(11) Page 65, Section 4.3: add the followlng for the mlsslng item (7)
in the llst of eleven values printed to the screen: "7) SAWD bed
#I H20 loading, % of dry amine wgt.
(12) Page 67, first six lines, references to Appendix B should be
changed to Appendix C.
(13) Page 67, item (3) at top of page should read: "3) Schematic
printouts at the requested printoff frequency. See Figure 6 and
Appendix C.
(14) Page 67, item (2) in the middle of the page: change
"indenpendent" to "independent".
(15) Page 68, definition of NUMCAS: change sentence In parentheses to
read: "(Refer to Appendix B GPLOT.DATA)".
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The computer program for the emulation/simulation of a Space
Station environmental control and life support system (ESC_) has
been updated. Updates to the cc_puter simulation model include:
(I) the addition of an energy balance control logic (flow sensor
control) for the SAWD CO 2 removal subsystem, the capability of
restarting the SAWD subsystem, clamping the SAWD bed segment
temperature when iterating on the bed temperature during the energy
balance of the bed segment, and the addition of a new output table
to the hardcopy and screen output.
A new type of control has been incorporated in the SA_D subsystem.
This control method is an energy balance method. Using this
method, the amount of %ater r_anaining on the bed after absorption
can be calculated from an energy balance of the bed. Based on the
water remaining on the absorbed bed, the next absorb time is
calculated. Thus, the absorption time is regulated to control the
amount of water on the bed at the end of absorption. The time to
desorb the bed is dependent on the water flow as well as steam
generator power.
The capability of restarting the SAWD subsystem has been added to
the SAWD subroutine. Previously, the userwas required to run the
program for steady state before the transient could be run. With






A.2 Description of Proc/ram
In order to incorporate the above changes to the ESCM model, two
subroutines were modified. These subroutines, GPOLYI and IR45,
required logic changes. All input and output additions to these
subroutines will be discussed in this section.
A.2.1 GPOLYI Subroutine
GPOLYI was restructured to the following format:
IF (N .EQ. 3) Then
_D IF




= Bed to be desorbed first at start of transient
solution
= Type of SAWD control 0 = RH control
1 = Accum control
2 = Flow sensor control
The following are input and output additions robe input and output
from GPOLYl before the solution of component #14 (splitter for gas









steam generator power, watts
H20 supply tank flow, pph
Type of CO 2 delivery 0 = overboard
I =002 reduction

















CO 2 removed from air, Ibm
CO 2 removed from air per # of bed, %
Total cycle time, sec
H20 added to air, ibm
H20 added air per # of bed, %
Time for bleed down, sec
Total air through bed, Ibm
Total air through bed per # bed, %
Time for air exchange, sec
Water loading, ibm
Watem loading per # of bed, Ibm
absorption time, sec
CO2 loading on bed, ibm
CO 2 loading at end of cycle per # of bed,






























Next absorb time limit, sec
CO 2 removal efficiency., %
CO2 at end of bleed, Ibm
CO 2 at end of air exchange, ibm
desorb time., sec
CO 2 to accunulator package, Ibm
CO 2 to accunulator package per # of bed, %
Lag time after desorption, sec
average rate of CO2 delivered to acctm_lator
package, pph
amount of stea_ through the bed, ibm
amount of steam through bed per # of bed, %
steam flow during next desorption cycle, pph
Water loading on bed, ibm
CO 2 loading at end of bleed, Ibm
CO 2 loading on bed, ibm
CO 2 loading at end of air exchange, ibm
H20 vapor flow to accuaulator and flow sensor
02 flow to accunulator and flow sensor
N 2 flow to acct_ulator and flow sensor
CO 2 flow to acctm_lator and flow sensor
Total vapor flow to accumulator and flow sensor






Additional logic was incorporated into the IR45 subroutine to allow
the SAWD subsystem restart capability. The SAWD can be started
frcm a transient startup without the steady state solution being
performed first. The restart capabilitywas incorporated in the
IR45 subroutine be initializing the S_4D inlet and exit header
values as well as each bed segment (i.e., temperature, pressure,
molecular weight ...) in the IR45 subroutine. Previously, these
values were initialized in the subroutine STAEDYwhich is only
performed during a steady state solution.
Additional logic was also added to IR45 in subroutine BAINL_. This
logic clamps the bed segment temperature which has just been
calculated through the iteration technique. If the bed segment
inlet tem_oerature is greater than the bed segment temperature at
the starT, of the time step, then the bed segment temperature must
increase.
A.3 Procjram Use
A.3.1 Accessing Desired Job Control List
Instructions to access ES(IM and use the program have not been
changed. However, the ccmmand list to be accessed is E_.CLIST



















































ATTRLIST(AI B2 CS D4 KS)
AI BLESIZE(844) RECFM(V B) LRECL(844)
B2 BLKSIZB(IO000) RECFMtV B-S) LRECL(IO000)
CS SLKSIZE(8404) RECFM(V B S) LRECL(8404)
D4 BLESIZE(8990) RECFM(F B A) LRECL(ISE)









DATA SETS ARE NOWBEING ALLOCATED.







DD2) YtFT42FOOt) NEW SPACE(200,20O) BLOCK(IO000) *
USINGfB2) DBLKTS
DEE| _(r_48FO01) NEW SPACB(200o200) BLOCK(8404) •
DSINEfCS) DELETE
DD4) l(rJr44FooI) NEW SPACE(g00,200) BLOCK(8408) •
OSING(CE) DELETE
DDn) F(FTEOFO01) NH SPACE(200,200) BLOCK(8408) *
USING(CE) DELETE
ALLOC DS(DD6) F(FTEIFOOI) NEW SPACE(200,200) BLOCK{8408)
USING(CE) DELETE
ALLOC DE(INtO) F(FTIOFOOt) NEW SPACE(200°200) BLOCS(E408) ÷
USING(CE) DELETE








LISTING OF ESCMEX2L FOR ESCM FDDEL
ALLOC DS(OUT.DATA) F(FTO6FO01) NEW SPACE(200,200) BLOCK(8120)
USINGtD4) CATALOG




















A. 3.2 Input Data
SVHSER 10639
There is an addition to the existing input data set, ESf!M2B. An
extra KARY card, KARY 19, was added to ccr_ponent #6 (cooling fluid
boundary conditions). KARY 19 represents the type of control to be
used for the SAWD subsystem. If KARY 19 is 0, relative humidity
control is used for the SAWD. Ac_mnulator control will be used if
KARY 19 is I. If KARY 19 is 2, then the newly implemented flow
sensor (energy balance) control is used. This new data set is
called ESC_42E. The procedure for accessing the data set is the
same as in the original User's Manual [4].
A.3.3
 tput
Additional output is available to two of the three forms of the
output (screen and hardcopy output). At the end of each absorption
and desorption, a si_mary of SAWD calculated parameters is output
in tabular form. This table will appear on the screen and on
hardcopy immediately following the schematic corresponding to the







CO 2 removed frcm air during absorption, ibm
CO 2 removed frcm air during absorption per # of bed, ibm
Total cycle time, sec
H20 added to air during absorption, ibm































Time for bleed down (absorption), sec
Total air through bed (absorption), Ibm
Total air through bed (absorption) per # of bed, %
Time for air exchange (absorption), sec
Water loading at end of absorption, ibm
Water loading at end of absorption per # of bed, %
Absorption time, sec
CO 2 loading at end of absorption, Ibm
002 loading at end of absorption per # of bed, %
CO 2 removal rate, pph
Next absorb time limit, sec
CO 2 removal efficiency %
CO 2 on bed at end of bleed (absorbing bed), Ibm
002 on bed at end of air exchange (absorbing bed), ibm
002 removed from bed (desorption), ibm
CO 2 removed from bed per # bed (desorbing bed), %
Desorption time, sec
CO 2 to acctm_lator package, ibm
002 to acctm_lator package per # of bed, %
Lag time after desorption sec
Water added to bed (desorbing bed), ibm
Water added to bed (desorbing) per # of bed %
Average rate of 002 delivered to accumulator package, pph
Amount of steam through the bed, Ibm
Steam flow during next desorption cycle, pph




















CO 2 on desorbing bed at end of air exchange,
Water vapor flow to accumulator flow sensor
02 vapor flow to acctm_lator and flow sensor
N 2 vapor flow to acctm_lator and flow sensor
002 vapor flow to accumulator and flow sensor
Total vapor flow to accumulator and flow sensor
Carbon dioxide purity of flow to accumulator and flow
loading at end of bleed (desorption), ibm
loading on bed at end of desorption, Ibm




A sample problem has been run using the updated F_q(_4ccmputer
simulation/emulation model and the ES(_4ZE to input data set. The
case was run for four hours. The hardcopy output of this sample






SAWD PERFORMANCE SUMMARY OUTPUT
COtIPUTER SZHULATION RESULTS FOR SAHO II CYCLE NUHBER 1 T_HE : 2310.0 SEC
TOTAL PER t OF
(LBH) BED, Z
C02 REMOVED FROH AZR : O.OOO O.O0
HZO ADDED TO AZR : 0.000 0.00
TOTAL AZR THROUGH BED : 0.00 O.O
HATER LOADZNG AT END = 2.550 30.000
COZ LOADING AT END = 0.005 0.059
HEXT ABSORB TZME LZMIT = 3300.0 $EC
COZ AT EHD OF BLEED = O.OOS LBH
__ FOR BED _Z _x_x_
TOTAL PER • OF
(LBH) BED, Z
COZ REHOVED FROH BED : o.zg_ 3.46
COZ TO ACCUH. PKG. = 0.175 5.00
HZO ADDED TO BED = 1.6Z0 19.06
STEAM THROUGH BED : 1.636 19. ZS
HATER LOADING AT ENO = 3.700 _3.530
COZ LOADIHG AT END = 0.006 0.073
TOTAL CYCLE TZHE : 2310.0 SEC
TZHE FOR BLEED DOHN : 0.0 SEC
TZHE FOR A_R EXCHANGE = 0.0 SEC
ABSORPTZON TZHE : 2310.0 SEC
CO_ REHOVAL RATE : 0.000 PPH
COZ REHOVAL EFFZCZENCY = 0.00 PCT
COZ AT AZR EXCHG END : 0.005 LBtt
DESORPTZON TZHE : Z310.0 $EC
LAG TZHE AFTER DESORB : 0.0 SEC
AV_ COZ TO ACCUI1. PKG. : 0.273 PPH
NEXT DESORB STEAM FLON : Z.SSO PPH
COZ AT END OF BLEED = 0.300 LBH
COZ AT A_R EXCHG END : 0.300 LBH
SUHHARY OF FLOH TO FLOH SEHSOR ANO ACCUHULATOR
HATER VAPOR : 0.038 LBH
OXYGEN : 0.000 LBH
NZTROGEN : 0.000 LBH
CARBON DZOXZDE = 0.306 LBH
TOTAL = 0.3_3 LBH















SAWD PERFO_ SUMMARY OUTPUT
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ESQM SAMPLE PROBLEM OUTPUT
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An extension of the original ESCM program is to develop lightweight
simulation models of various life support equipment and to omabine
them into a system. Unlike the SAWD emulation model, these
simulation models are not detailed and principally simulate the
output for a given input. The system modelled consists of one air
revitalization group and one waste water management group. The





























AS part of the extension to the ES(_ contract, a model of a
potential Space Station Air Revitalization System was put together
using the GI89A [2] ccmputer program. Unlike the ECLSB model
described in Appendix B, this model treats only the ARS and does
not treat any of the waste water and condensate storage tanks or
processing equipment.
The Space Station model includes a habitat, a laboratory, four
connecting nodes, and four air revitalization systems. The GI89A
input data set and the schematic _ere architectured to provide the
user with a great deal of flexibility to easily swap subsystems of
the same function.
The model was also planned to permit growth whereby hyperbaric
chamber loads or loads from additional models could easilv be added
or various bussing schemes can be explored.
Lastly, an additional plotting capability was added where plots of
Space Station simulation transients can be reviewed on the IBM
3179G graphic terminals and/or plotted on the Versatec plotter.




C.2 DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM
SVHSER 10639
The system modelled is presented in Figures C-I tllrough C-14, and
they are arranged in a hierarchical manner. Figure C-I gives the
overview of the entire model where rectangular blocks are used to
represent groupings of equipment or a specific physical volume.
The numbers in the blocks are the _nent number or groups of
numbers which are used by GI89A. The letters "P" and "S" denote
primary and secondary_ flow paths in keeping with the GI89A scheme
for component flow connections [2].
Figure C-2 presents the fan, mixers, and splitters needed to
represent the action of the four nodes on the air stream circula-
tingbe_n the habitat and laboratory modules. The nodes may
also receive air frcmother sources like a hyperbaric chamber.
The ARS equipment for the habitat module and the laboratory module
is presented in Figures C-3 and C-4. Again, rectangular blocks are
used to represent groups of equipment or components. Accordingly,
Figures C-5 and C-6 present the components for the cooling packages
in the habitat and laboratory modules respectively. The following
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FIGURE C-4
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The following sections discuss the operation of the system.
C.2.1 Overall Operation
The air stream circulates through both habitats and the four nodes.
First, the air leaves the habitat and splits to each of nodes I and
2. Inside these nodes, air frcm the habitat mixes with air frGm
the corresponding laboratory nodes. This mixed air then splits and
flows back to the habitat and back to the corresponding laboratory
node.
Air is also drawn frcm the habitat and laboratory modules by A_S
equipment. The ARS equipment provides air cooling, humidity
removal, CO 2 removal, oxygen generation, and trace gas removal.
Any oxygen generated goes into an oxygen bus which contains an
oxygen storage tank. Oxygen generation equipment is supplied water




C.2.1 Overall Operation (Continued)
SVHSER 10639
each CO 2 removal unit is stored in each unit's own CO 2 accumulator.
The architecture exists for possibleO02 bussing concepts; hc_ever,
these concepts have not been explored and validated on the model.
In addition, the architecture exists for a nitrogen bus for equip-
ment purging. This architecture can be used at a future date when
equipment models are developed further to simulate the effects of
nitrogen purgingand the needarises to explore these effects.
Air from the equipment is then altered by crew additions of CO 2 and
water vapor and by subtraction of oxygen before returning to the
habitat and laboratory modules.
C.2.2 ARS Equipment Operation
Figures C-3 and C-4 show the arrangement of ARS equipment packages
for the model. As shown in Figures C-5 through C-14, two units are
available in each of the packages represented by a rectangle in
Figures C-3 and C-4. Therefore, in the habitat, two oxygen
generator units exist; and in the laboratory, two oxygen generator
units exist. This gives a total of four in the modeled Space
Station. The same is true for the condensing heat exchangers, CO 2







C.2.2 ARS Equipment Operation (Continued)
SVHSER 10639
The model is configured presently to have each group of ARS
equipment operate independently of the other; a group of equipment
is defined as a condensing heat exchanger, an oxygen generator, a
CO 2 removal unit, a CO 2 reduction unit, and a catalytic oxidizer.
The architecture of the model is constructed to permit exploration
of different pltm_bing configurations and bussing arrangements at a
later date.
Water is drawn into the oxygen generator where oxygen and hydrogen
are produced. The oxygen flows to an ox_/gen bus while the hydrogen
flows to a CO 2 reduction unit, and if needed to a CO 2 removal unit.
An EDC CO 2 r_noval unit requires hydrogen for operation, while a
SAWD or molecular sieve do not. Air frcm the cooling package flows
through the CO 2 removal package where CO 2 is removed from the air
and then sent to mix with hydrogen before entering a CO 2 reduction
package. The air now with little CO 2 returns to the cooling
package.
The CO 2 and the hydrogen flow to the CO 2 reduction package where





C.2.2 ARS Fx_uipment Operation (Continued)
SVHSER 10639
Air from the cooling package also flows to the catalytic oxidizers
where trace gases are burned. The air then returns back to the
inlet of the cooling package.
C.3 Description Of Ccmputer Proc/ram
A description of GI89A is contained in the original User's Manual
[I]. The subroutines newly written for this Space Station Model










Tabular and Graphical Output
Condensing Heat Exchanger
Bosch CO 2 Reduction
Molecular Sieve CO 2 Removal
Static Feed Water Vapor Electrolysis 02 Generation






GPOLYI simulates the control of functions required for operating the
Space Station model. Since FORTRAN 77 is used, the standard
construct changes from that described in the original manual.
Essentially, the construct divides the subroutine into the various
control functions for the equipment. The construct is:
IF ( N .EQ. 3 ) THEN
END IF
The following are input once at the first execution of GPOLYI; these
are various options to be selected by the user:
KK(80,16) = Process Air Bus? 1 = Yes, 0 = No
KK(80,17) = CO 2 Gas Bus? 0 = None, 1 = Intramod,
KK(80,19) = N 2 Gas Bus? 1 = Yes, 0 = No
KK(80,19) = H 2 Gas Bus? 0 = None, 1 = Intramod
KK(80,20) = Habitat 02 Gen #I On? 1 = Yes, 0 = No





















= Habitat CO 2 Reduction #I On? 1 = Yes, 0 = No
= Habitat Cat. Ox. #I On? 1 = Yes, 0 = No
= Habitat 02 Gen. #2 On? 1 = Yes, 0 =No
= Habitat CO 2 Removal #2 On? 1 = Yes, 0 =No
= Habitat CO 2 Reduction #2 On? 1 = Yes, 0 =No
= Habitat Cat. Ox. #2 On? 1 = Yes, 0 = No
= Laboratory O 2 Gen. #I On? 1 = Yes, 0 =No
= Laboratory O02 Removal #i On? 1 = Yes, 0 =No
= Laboratory CO 2 Reduction #I On? 1 = Yes, 0 =No
= Laboratory Cat. Ox. #I On? 1 = Yes, 0 = No
= Laboratory 02 Gen. #2 On? 1 = Yes, 0 = No
= Laboratory CO 2 R_m_al #2 On? 1 = Yes, 0 =No
= Laboratory CO 2 Reduction #2 On? 1 = Yes, 0 =No
= Laboratory Cat. Ox. #2 On? I = Yes, 0 = No
These are then used to set up the proper solution path, the fluid
flow fractions for splitters, and to make any adjustments in






C.3.1 GPOLYI Subroutine (Continued)
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Printoff frequency, habitat and laboratory air conditions, and fan












= Printoff frequency, time steps per printoff
= Habitat gas mixture initial t_perature, OF
= Habitat total pressure, pin
= Habitat CO 2 partial pressure, mm Hg
= Habitat dew point temperature, OF
= Habitat 02 partial pressure, psia
= Laboratory gas mixture initial t_perature, OF
= Laboratory tot_l pressure, psia
= Laboratory 002 partial pressure, mm Hg
= Laboratory dew point temperature, OF
= Laboratory 02 partial pressure, psia
VV(13,76) = Nodal mixer fan flow, cfm
VV(I03,76) -- Cooling package fan flow, cf_n
After all these values are input and various initializations done,
total pressure and oxygen partial pressure control laws are
executed for the habitat and the laboratory. The following are





C.3.1 GPOLYI Subroutine (Continued)
R(4) = Habitat total pressure, psia
R(94) = Present oxygen partial pressure, psia
R(165) = Oxygen flow required into habitat, ibm/hr
R(166) = Nitrogen flow required into habitat, Ibm/hr
The analogous variables are used for the component number 2
laboratory.
Following oxygen partial pressure and total pressure control is the
calculation of crew metabolic loads. The following are input and
output from the crew represented as component number 3:
Input
TIME = Elapsed time of simulation, sec.









= Sensible load per man, Btu/Hr
= Latent heat load generated per man, Btu/Hr
= Total metabolic heat generated per man, Btu/Hr
The analogous variables are used for the other crew which is
represented by ccmponent number 4.
Control of oxygen generation units is performed next. The four
units are represented as ccrmponents 141, 143, 341, and 343. The
first two cc_ponents are in the habitat while the three, hundred
series cc_ponents are in the laboratory. The following are input
and output frGm the oxygen generation control logic represented by
component number 141.
G_NHI = Habitat 02 Gen. #I On? 1 = Yes, 0 = No
R(72) = Ncminal design SPE electrolysis current, amps
VV(28,72) = Pressure in the oxygen bus acctm_lator, psia
 tput




C.3.1 GPOLYI Subroutine (Continued)
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The condensing heat exchangers in the cooling package are followed
by water separators. To model the action of the separator in its
removal of entrained liquid water, GPOLY logic is emplo_ved. The
following are input and output for the water separator ccn_onents








= Entrained liquid entemingwater separator, ibm/hr
= Simulation time step, seconds
= Ctm_lative water removed by separator, Ibm
= Total mass flow into separator, Ibm/hr
= Total dry mass flow into separator, ibm/hr
= Specific heat at dry mass, flow into separator,
Btu/ibm-F






New entrained liquid enteringwater separator, ibm-hr
New total flow entering separator, ibm/hr
New specific heat of flow entering separator, Btu/Ibm-F
Flow of liquid water leaving separator, ibm/hr






C.3.1 GPOLYI Subroutine (_ntinu_)
SVHSER 10639
T_nperature of the habitat and laboratory is effected by regulating
the bypass flow of air around the condensing heat exchangers. The
following are input and output for the component number 90 splitter





= Habitat temperature, OF
= Habitat setpoint temperature, OF
Simulation time step, seconds
R(65) = fraction of flow bypassing the heat exchanger
Following some mass balance updates for GI89A is a calculation of
the water flow const_ed by electrolysis and the flow split of water
to be divided between the habitat and laboratory oxygen generator












= Habitat SPE unit #I water demand, pph
= Habitat SPEunit #2water demand, pph
= Laboratory SPE unit #i water demand, pph
= Laboratory SPEunit #2 water demand, pph
= Simulation time step, seconds
= Water consumed by SPEs to date, Ibm
VV(30,67) = New water consumed by SPEs, ibm
Next, the control of CO 2 out of the acctm_lator to feed the CO 2








= Pressure in acctmTalator tank, psia
= Habitat temperature, OF
= Molecular sieve half _cle time, minute
= Elapsed time of simulation, seconds
= CO 2 removal rate by molecular sieve, pph




C.3.1 GPOLYI Subroutine (Continued)
Output
R(1) : Flow out of acctlm/lator, pph
Analogous variables are used for the other CO 2 acc_nulators and
removal units.
Hydrogen vent control is acc(m_plished by the use of flow splitter
components 202 and 204 for the habitat and 402 and 404 for the




= Habitat CO 2 removal unit #I acctm_lator pressure, psia
= Flow out of acct_ulator to reduction unit, ibm/hr
= Flow into splitter, ibm/hr
R(65) = Fraction of input H2 flow to be vented
Lastly, the flow out of the oxygen acctinulator ccmponent 28 and the
flow of oxygen to the habitat and laboratory are cc_puted. For the










= Habitat temperature, F
= Oxygen addition rate required by habitat, ibm/hr
= Oxygen addition rate required by laboratory, ibm/hr
R(70) = Temperature of oxygen in tank, F
R(1) = Flow out of oxygen tank, ibm/hr
The flow split to the habitat and laboratory is represented by
ccmponent 17:
Input
VV(I,165) = Oxygen addition rate required by habitat, Ibm/hr
VV(2,165) = Oxygen addition rate required by laboratory, Ibm/hr







GPOLY2 ccmputes the mass additions to the habitat that arise fram
cc_ponents in the primary and secondary, flow streams. These
additions are then input into the habitat through the R array. This
is done because of the manner in which the out flow is ccmputed for
the habitat in GI89A [2]. Essentially, the exit flow is set equal
to the inlet flow. The mass changes only due to mass additions.
The following are input and output for the ccmponent number 3 crew










= Water added by crew, Ibm/hr
= Water removal rate of Co2 removal unit }I in habitat,
Lhm/hr
= Water removal rate of Co2 removal unit #2 in habitat,
lhm/hr
= Water removed by unit #I condensing Hx, Ibm/hr
= Water removed by unit #2 condensing }Lx, ibm/hr
= Water leaving habitat to nodes, Ibm/hr
= Water returning to habitat frcmnodes, ibm/hr












Oxygen leaving habitat to nodes, ibm/hr
Oxygen returning to habitat from nodes, ibm/hr
CO 2 generated by. crew ibm/hr




leaving habitat to nodes, ibm/hr




= Water addition rate to habitat, ibm/hr
= Oxygen addition rate to habitat, Ibm/hr
= CO 2 addition rate to habitat, ibm/hr
Analogous variables are used for the laboratory module.
C.3.3 ARSSSub_utine
ARSS is the subroutine which prints the output of the Space Station
model and which generates a plot file for use by CAETMS [3] for
generation of plots. As no significant calculations are performed
in ARSS, the input and output variables are virtually identical. A






Models were generated for the following components:
KOHHS = Static feed water vapor electrolysis
MOLSIV = Molecular sieve CO 2 removal
BOSCHS = Bosch 002 reduction
C_9HEX = Condensing heat exchanger
(KOH)
Tables C-I through C-4 contain a listing of these programs and


























































THIS SUBROUTINE MODELS A KOH ELECTROLYSIS MODULEMADE UP
OF A NUMBER OF CELLS. FEEDWATER IS CONVERTED INTO HYDROGEN
AND OXYGEN. PRODUCTION DEPENDS ON ELECTRICAL CURRENT APPLIED,
EFFECTIVE AREA PER CELL, NUMBER OF CELLS, AND EFFICIENCIES.






























- TABLE NUMBER FOR CELL OVERALL EFFICIENCY
- ALTCOM NUMBERFOR LIQUID COOLING
- TABLE NUMBER FOR UA TO ALTCOM
- EFFECTIVE SUMMEDCONDUCTANCE (BTU/HR-F)
- AMBIENT GAS TEMPERATURE (F)
- AMBIENT GAS TO INSULATION UA (BTU/HR-F)
- AMBIENT WALL TEMPERATURE (F)
- AMBIENT WALL TO INSULATION SURFACE FA (t/Sq.FT.)
- STRUCTURE TEMPERATURE (F)
- CELL TO STRUCTURE UA (BTU/HR-F)
- INSULATION SURFACE TO CELL UA (BTU/HR-F)
- CELL POWER EFFICIENCY (Z), IF CONSTANT
- VALUE OF IST INDEP. VARIABLE FOR EFFICIENCY INTERPOL.
- VALUE OF 2ND INDEP. VARIABLE FOR EFFICIENC¥ INTERPOL.
- CURRENT (AMPS)
- DELIVERY PRESSURE (PSIA)
- CELL TEMPERATURE (F), FIRST GUESS
- KOH CONCENTRATION (_EIGHT X)
- UA BETWEEN CELL AND LIQUID COOLANT (BTU/HR-F)
- VALUE OF tST INDEP. VARIABLE FOR UA INTERPOL.
- VALUE OF 2ND INDEP. VARIABLE FOR UA INTERPOL.
- TRIAL AND ERROR CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE (Z)
- PRODUCT OXYGEN RELATIVE HUMIDITY (X)
- PRODUCT HYDROGENRELATIVE HUMIDITY (Z)
- UNIT LUMPED THERMAL CAPACITANCE (BTU/F)
- COMPONENT INTIAL TEMPERATURE (F)
- EFFECTIVE AREA PER CELL (Sq. FT.)











- PRODUCT OXYGEN (LB/HR)
- PRODUCT HYDROGEN (LB/HR)
- CELL TEMPERATURE iF)
- COMPONENTTOTAL HEAT LOSS (EXCL. LOSS TO ALTCOM)
- HEAT LOSS TO AMBIENT GAS BY CONVECTION (BTU/HR)
- HEAT LOSS TO AMBIENT WALL BY RADIATION (BTU/HR)
- HEAT LOSS TO STRUCTURE BY CONDUCTION (BTU/HR)
- INSULATION SURFACE TEMPERATURE (F)






















RC71) - CELL TEMPERATURE (F)
R(72) - ELECTROLYSIS RATE (L6 S20 / HR)
R(77) - FEEDWATER DISSOLVED MATTER ACCUMULATIONRATE (LB/HR)
R(78) - TOTAL WATER INFLOW RATE REQUIRED (LB/HR)
R(79) - PREVIOUS TRIAL VALUE FOR PHI (BTU/HR)
R(80) - PREVIOUS TRIAL VALUE FOR TCELL (F)
R(S6) - ACCUMULATEDDISSOLVED MATERIAL (LB)
R(88) - CURRENT DENSITY (ASP)
R(90) - VOLTAGE (VOLTS)
R(9t) - EFFICIENCY (Z)






















NTSFlP " lINKS * 1)
NALT " E(NKS • 2)








TRANS - ( .NOT. STEADY .AND. NSTRttS).Eq.O )
NCFL - 0


















R(88) - R(69) / R(87)
R(72) - NCELLS * ( R(69)/ 1850.0 )
MH2 - R(72)/ 18.0
M02 = MR2 / 2.0
PHI - 0.0
START TRIAL AND ERROR HEAT BALANCE
INTIAL GUESS FOR TEMP
TCELL - R(71)
IF ( TCELL .EQ.O.O ) TCELL - 120.0
DO 8500 KO - t,lO0
IF( TRANS ) QT - R(84)*(TCELL - R(85)) * 8600.0 / DTIME
FRACTION DISSOLVED SOLIDS
IF( A(1) .LE. 0.0) THEN
FRAC = 0.0
ELSE
FRAC - (A(16)vA(17)*A(18) * A(19))/ A(I)
END IF
WATRIN - A(I) * (1.0 - FRAC)
MOLAR WATER RATES
IF (R(78) .LT.O.Ot01 ) THEN
PS - PSAT[TCELL)
ELSE
IF ( (TCELL-I40.)/(TCELL*459.69) .GT. 10.) THEN
PS - -10000.
ELSE
PS - 0.01984 * (57.48 * 26.t8 *
(( TCELL - 140.0)/ (TCELL * 459.69) ) -
/ (0.8074 * 2.777 ** (-17.66 *





MH200 = M02 /(((100.0 * R(70)/ PS)/ R(82)) - 1.0 )
• MH2 /(((100.0 * R(70)/ PS)/ R(88)) - 1.0 )
MH20I - MH200 * MH2
QSIGR - MH20I *(18.0 * (A(2) - 77.0) - 68.8 * 1800.0 )
TC - (TCELL *459.69 ) / 1.8
QSIGP - MH2* qFUNC(6.947,-O.2,0.48t,TC) * MO2*qFUNC(6.148,
8.10,-0.928,TC) * MH200*(QFUNC(7.256,2.80,O.288,TC)













HEAT LOSS TO LIQUID COOLANT
QLOSS - 0.0
IF ( NALT .NE, 0 ) THEN
CALL FLOARY (AX, NALT ,O,NPFSX,NPFSTX ,NAXI)
CALL PROP( AX,NPFSX,NPFSTX,CPC,WTMX,RHOX,VISCX,XKX )
FIND UA




IF(NSTR(2) .NE. 0 ) THEN
R(74) - VALUE( NTHC, R(7_), R(78) )
END IF
IF( AX(1).GT. O.O ) THEN







TOUT - TCELL + (AX(2) - TCELL) * EXP(-BETA)
END IF
QLOSS - AX(1)* CPC * ( TOUT - AX(2) )
NAX = LV ( NALT,6_)
V(NAX) " QLOSS
V(NAX *l) " TOUT
END IF
QLOSS - QLOSS + Rf68)
FIND CELL EFFICIENCY
IF( NSTR(I) .NE. 0 .AND. NSTR(1) .NE. 2 ) THEN
R(67) - TCELL
END IF
IF ( NSTR(t) ,NE. 0 ) THEN
EFF - VALUE ( NTEFF, R(67), R(68) )
END IF
VOLTSI - VALUE ( I, TCELL, 0.0 )
IF(TCELL.LT.ItO.) VOLTSI - 1.70
DVDA - VALUE ( 2, R(88), 0.0 )
VOLTS - VOLTSI * DVDA * (R(88) - I_O. )
EFF - 1.48 / VOLTS * 100.
















P - NCELLS * ( 1,48 * R(69) .841.8 / EFF )
SUM OF HEAT EFFECTS
PHI = - QT + QSICR - qSZCP - QLOSS + P
FIND ZEROVALUEOF PHI AS FCN OF TCELL
IF(ABS ( PHI/( P )) .LE. R(81) /100.0 ) GO TO 4000











R(78) - MH20I * 18.0
R(IO) - M02 * 82.0
R(6) - MH200 * 6.0
R(25) - 2.0 z R(6)
R(2) - TCELL
RC2t) - TCELL













IF( TITANS ) THEN
R(86) " R(86) + R(77) * DTIME /3600.0
R(85) - TCELL
END IF
IF( KTRANS.EQ.t ) R(85) - TCELL














2800 FORMAT ('O',//,IOX, '***** NOTICE ***** ',/, IOX,
1'THE ELECTROLYSIS CELL, SUBROUTINE NO.' ,I3,
2', COMPONENT NO.' ,14,' DOES NOT HAVE ' , /, 10X,
8'A CONVERGENT SOLUTION AFTER ', I4,'TRIALS',
4'CURRENT VALUES WILL BE RETURNED' )
9818 FORMAT(IX,'*** INLET FLOWS DO NOT MATCH ... NCFL = ',12)




































































































ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY OF ENTERING AIR
COMPRESSOR FLOWRATE, CFM
AMOUNTOF C02 ADSORBED IN THE PRESENT HALF CYCLE, LB
AMOUNTOF C02 ADSORBED IN MOLECULARSIEVE BED _1
IN THE PREVIOUS CYCLE, LB
AMOUNTOF C02 ADSORBED IN MOLECULARSIEVE BED #2
IN THE PREVIOUS CYCLE, LB
AMOUNTOF C02 DHSORBED IN _ PRESENT HALF CYCLE, LB
1 - (REMOVAL EFFICIENCY, C02RE)
NET C02 FLOW IN AIR THROUGHMOLSIV SUBSYSTEM, LB/HR
C02 REMOVAL EFFICIENCY
TIME TO COMPLETE ONE FULL CYCLE, SEC
ENTHALPY CHANGE FOR ADSORBING MOLECULAR SIEVE BED,
BTU/LB C02
ENTHALPY CHANGE FOR ADSORBING SILICA GEL BED,
BI"UILB-B20
COMPUTATIONAL TIME STEP. HOURS
FAN FLOWRATH, CFM
PRESSURE RISE ACROSS FAN, INCHES H20
FAN EFFICIENCY
AMOUNTOF H20 ADSORBED IN THE PRESENT HALF CYCLE, LB
AMOUNTOF H20 ADSORBED IN SILICA GEL BED PI
IN THE PREVIOUS CYCLE, LB
AMOUNTOF H20 ADSORBED IN SILICA GEL BED _2
IN THE PREVIOUS CYCLE, LB
AMOUNTOF H20 DESORBED IN THE PRESENT HALF CYCLE, LB
NET H20 FLOW IN AIR THROUGH MOLSIV SUBSYSTEM, LB/HR
TIME TO COMPLEllE ONE HALF CYCLE, SEC
TEd TO COMPLETH ONE HALF CYCLE, MIN
MASS FLOgARTH * SPECIFIC HEAT OF BONE DRY GAS,
Irl_/mtoF
MASS FLOURATH OF C02 CURRRNTLI ADSORBED, LB/HR
MASS FLOIflIATH OF C02 CURRENTLY EXITING THE
BISOUING MOL. SIEVE BED, LB/HR
MASS FLOWRATH OF C02 CURRENTLY EXITING 11
ADSORBING MOLECULAR SIEVE BED
MASS FLOWRATH OF H20 CURRENTLY EXITING THE
DESORBING SILICA GEL BED
AMOUNT OF C02 ADSORBED IN TlqHEPREVIOUS CTCLE, LB
AMOUNT OF H20 ADSORBED IN THE PREVIOUS CYCLE, LB
PRESSURE INSIDE THE DESORBING MOL. SIEVE BED, PSIA
PRESSURE OF C02 ACCUMULATOR, PSIA












































C02 PARTIAL PRESSURE OF ENTERING AIR, PSIA




H20 PARTIAL PRESSURE EXITING DESORBING
MOL. SIEVE BED, PSIA
COMPRESSORPOWER, BTU/HR
FAN POWER, BTU/HR
HEAT REMOVED BY HEAT EXCHANGER, BTU/HR
HEAT LOSS TO ENVIRONMENT BY MOL. SIEVE BED, WATTS
HEAT LOSS TO ENVIRONMENT BY SILICA GEL BED, WATTS
TEMPERATUREOF GAS EXITING THE INLET FAN, F
TEMPERATUREOF GAS EXITING THE ADSORBING SILICA
GEL BED, F
TEMPERATUREOF GAS EXITING TAR ADSORBING SILICA
GEL BED AT THE LAST COMPUTATIONAL TIME STEP, F
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE OF GAS EXITING THE ADSORBING
SILICA GEL BED, F
TEMPERATURE OF GAS EXITING THE HEAT EXCHANGER, F
TEMPERATURE OF GAS EXITING THE ADSORBING MOL. SIEVE
BED, F
MINIMUM TEMPERATUREOF GAS EXITING TIlE ADSORBING
MOL. SIEVE BED, E
TEMPERATURE OF GAS EXITING THE DESORBING SILICA
GEL BED, F
TEMPERATURE OF SURROUNDING CABIN AIR, F
TEMPERATURE OF COOLANT SUPPLIED TO HEAT EXCHANGER, P
ELAPSED TIME OF THE CURRENT CYCLE, SIC
ELAPSED TIME OF THE CURRENT HALF CYCLE, SIC
MAXIMUM MOL. SIEVE BED DBSORBING TEMPERATURE, F
MAXIMUM SILICA GEL BED DESORBING TEMPERATURE, F

































MCAIR, MCO2AD, MCO2D, MH2OX, MCO2X
MWN2,MWO2,MWH20,MWCO2,NDOT,MWTOT
(FANCFM - 28.626, FANDP - 11., FANEFF - 0.86)
(PFAN - (FANCFM * FANDP) / (8.6 * FANBFF))
(qFAN - 8.414 * PFAN)
(CMPCFM -1.06, PCOMPR -90.)
(qCOMPR - 8.414 * PCOMPR)
(DBSG - 1400., DHMS - 1800.)
(C02RE - 0.66)
(C02LPT - I.- C02RE)
INITIALIZATIONS






























HCTI'MB - BCTIMM , 60.
CTIMK - 2. * HCTIME































PC02 - PCO2MM / _I.71_
IF( A(1) .LB. 0.) GOTO 100
CALCULATE CYCLE AND HALF-CYCLE TIME
TCYCLE - AMOD (TIME,CTIME)
THCYCL - AMOD (TIME,ECTIME)
IF (TCYCLK .Eq. 0.) CYCLE - CYCLE ÷ t.
FAN
FAN EXIT TEMPERATURE:
T2 - A(2) • QFAN / ( A(1)*CPA )
ABSOLUTE HUMIDIT_ AT FAN EXIT:
ABSHUM - (A(6) * A(7) ) / A(_)
,, ADSORBING SILICA GEL BED
MAXIMUMEXIT TEMPERATUREFROM ADSORBING SILICA GEL BED:
TBMAX " T2 * ABSHUM * DHSG / CPA
TEMPERATURE OF DRY AIR LEAVING ADSORBING SILICA GEL BED:
IF ( R(71) .eq. 1. ) THEN
T3 - 60.
ELSE
















IF ( THCTCL .LT. 600. ) THEN
SLOPSG - ( TBMAX-TS ) / ( 6OO.-THCYCL )
T8 - T8 • SLOPSG * DTIME






WATER REMOVEDBZ THE ADSORBING SILICA GEL BED:
H2OAD - H2OAD • (A(6) + A(7) ) * DTIMEH
HEAT EXCHANGER
TEMPERATURE AND MASS FLOW OF COOL, DRY AIR LEAVING HI:
TCOOL - R(76)
T4 - TCOOL • 5.
MCAIR - A(5) * A(8)
QHX - MCAIR * (T8 - T4)
ADSORBING MOLECULARSIEVE BED
C02 ADSORBED BY ADSORBING MOLECULAR SIEVE BED:
MCO2AD - A(12) * C02RB
C02AD - C02AD • MCO2AD * DTXMEH
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF C02 REMAINING IN THE DRY, C02 DEFICIENT AIR
EXITING THE ADSORBING MOLECULAR SIEVE BED:
PC028 - PCO2 * C02LFT
MCOgX - A(I2) * COgLFT
MINIMUM EXIT TEMPERATURE OF ADSORBING MOLECULARSIEVE BED:
TSMIN - T4 * (MCO2AD t DHMS) / MCAIR
ACTUAL EXIT Tk'MPERATURE OF ADSORBING MOLECULAR SIEVE BED:
IF( THCICL .Eq. 0.) T_ - TMSDES
IF (R¢71) .Eq. t. ) TB - T4
IF (TBC_ .NB, O. ,AND, TBCYCL .LT. 1800.) THEN
SLOPMS - (TSMIN - TB) / (1800. - THC¥CL)
1"5 - TB * SLOPMS t DTIME




DESORBING SILICA GEL BED
ACTUAL EXIT TEMPERATURE OF WETTED, C02 DEFICIENT AIR













IF(THCYCL .EQ. 0.) T8 - E(102)
IF (TIME .LT. 8600.) THEN
T6 - T5
ELSE
IF f THCYCL ,LT. 1020.) THEN
SLSGD - ( TSGDES - T6) / (1020.-THCYCL)
T6 " T6 ÷ SLSGD * DTIME
IF( T6 .GT. TSGDES) T6 - TSGDES
END IF
IF ( THCYCL .Eq. 1020.) T6 - TSGDES
IF ( THCYCL .GT. 1020..AND. THCYCL .LT. 2040.) THEN
SLSGD - (TaMIN - T6)/ (2040. - THCYCL)
T6 - T8 + SLSGD * DTIMB
IF(T6 .LT. T_MIN) T6 - T_MIN
END IF
IF(THCYCL .GE. 2040. .AND. THCYCL .LT. 8600.) T6 - TSMIN
END IF
WATER EXITING THE DESOHBING SILICA GEL BED:
PH20X - PSAT{T6)
MH20X - (18./A(9)) * (PH20X / (A(8)-PH2OX)) * A(5)
H20D - H20DES
H2ODES - H2ODES * MH2OXtDTIMEH




HEATER POWER TO DESORBING SILICA GEL BED:





QHTR - PHTH * 8.418
AVERAGH mrA_ GIVEN UP BY DESORBING SILICA GEL BED TO CABIN:
qSG - 22. • (TSGDES - TCABIN) / llO,
DBSORBING MOLECULAR SIEVE BED
C02 DESORPTION OF MOLECULAR SIEVE BED
IF (THCTCL .GE. 480.) THEN
V7 - 8_.8"(T4.460.) / (P7"144.)












C02DES - C02DES + MCO2D * DTIMEH




AVERAGE HEAT GIVEN UP BY DESORBING MOLEC. SIEVE BED TO CABIN:
QMS - 46. * (TMSDES - TCABIN) / 290.
tO0
UPDATES AT THE END OF ONE HALF-CYCLE
IF (THCYCL .Eq. O. ) THEN





H2OAD - B2OAD2 - H2ODES









H2OAD - H2OAD! - H2ODES


































































































THIS SUBROUTINE MODELS A BOSCH REACTOR SYSTEM. CONSISTING OF TEE












































) - C02 INLET FLOW (LB/HR)
) - B2 INLET FLOW (LB/HR)
- INLET COOLANT TEMPERATURE (F)
) - MAX. CARBON LOADING FOR CARTRIDGE (LB): CMAX
) - DRY BASIS VOLUME FRACTION OF CO2 IN EXIT GASES:
) - DRY BASIS VOLUME FRACTION OF H2 IN EXIT GASES:
) - DRY BASIS VOLUME FRACTION OF CH4 IN EXIT GASES:
) - DRY BASIS VOLUME FRACTION OF CO IN EXIT GASES:
) - EFFECTIVENESS FACTOR FOR CONDENSER: EC
) - EFFECTIVENESS FACTOR FOR REGEN HX: EHX
) - REACTOR PRESSURE (PSIA): PRCTR
























































= AERODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY OF COMPRESSOR:
- MOTOR EFFICIENCY OF COMPRESSOR: ECOMP
= DESIRED REACTOR TEMP (F): TRCTRD
- RECYCLE FLOW RATE (LB/HR): MRECYC
AECOMP
R(1) = PRODUCT WATER (LB/HR): PRH20
R(2) = PRODUCT WATER TEMP (F): TPRH20
R(7) = R(1) - PRODUCT WATER (LB/HR)
R(51) = BOSCH REACTOR TEMP (F): TRCTR
R(_3) - TOTAL HEAT LOSS TO AMB. (REACTOR * COMPRESSOR), BTU/HR:
QLR * QLCOMP
R(72) - HEAT LOSS TO AMBIENT FROM REACTOR, BTU/HR: QLR
R(80) = MASS RATE OF H2 OUT OF COMPRESSOR (LB/HR): MH2CE
R(8I) - MASS RATE OF C02 OUT OF COMPRESSOR (LB/HR): MCO2CE
R{82) - MASS RATE OF OH4 OUT OF COMPRESSOR (LB/HR): MCH4CE
R(88) = MASS RATE OF CO OUT OF COMPRESSOR (LB/HR): MCOCE
R(84) = MASS RATE OF H20 OUT OF COMPRESSOR (LB/HR): MH2OCB
R(85) = RATE OF CARBON PRODUCTION (LB/HR): MPRC
R(86) - MASS OF CARBON IN CARTRDIGE (LB): MASSC
R(87) - IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF CARTRDIGE IN USE: IDNUM
R(88) - MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GASES OUT OF COMPRESSOR (LB/LB MOLE):
MWCMPO
R{89) = SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASES OUT OF COMPRESSOR (BTU/LB-F):
CPCMPO
R{90) - SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO OF GASES OUT OF COMPRESSOR (CP/CV):
GAMCMO
R{91) - CONDENSER HEAT LOAD (BTU/HR): QLCOND
R(92) - HEAT LOSS TO AMBIENT FROM COMPRESSOR (BTU/HR): QLCOMP
R(98) = HEAT OF REACTION (BTU/HR): QRXN
R(94) - ACTUAL HEATER POWER BEING DRAWN (BTU/HR): QHTRNO
R(9_) = TEMP OF GASES LEAVING REACTOR (F): TI
R(96) = TEMP OF GASES ENTERING REACTOR (F): T_
R(97) = TEMP OF GASES ENTERING CONDENSER (F): T2
R(98) - TEMP OF GASES LEAVING COMPRESSOR (F): T4
R(99) - TEMP OF GASES LEAVING CONDENSER (F): T8
R(IO0) - TEMP OF GASES ENTERING COMPRESSOR (F): T6
R{IOI) = THERMAL CAPACITANCE OF BOSCH REACTOR (BTU/F):
(INITIAL VALUE IS MODIFIED AS CARBON DEPOSITS)
R(I02) - REACTOR TEMP BELOW WHICH HEATER TURNS ON, F
R(IOH) - REACTOR TEMP ABOVE WHICH HEATER TURNS OFF, F
R(I04) = REACTOR TEMP AT PREVIOUS STEP, F
R(I05) - TOTAL POWER TO COMPRESSOR (WATTS): QCOMPT
ITRATE -0























CALCULATE MOLECULAR WEICHT OF BONE DRY RECYCLE CASES






XWBDC " 16.048*FRCH4 ÷ 44.011"FRC02 * 2.016*FRH2 ÷ 28.OlI*FRCO
BEGIN ITERATION ON MASS AND HEAT BALANCES
ASSUME THAT TEMPERATURE OF CASES OUT OF CONDENSER IS 20 DEC ABOVE
INLET COOLANT TEMPERATURE, AS A FIRST CUESS.
TEOLD - B(02) * 20.
T8 - T3OLD
CALCULATE PARTIAL PRESSURE OF WATER IN CONDENSER EXIT CASES
CALCULATE RATE OF CARBON FORMATION AND WATER PRODUCTION
SEE IF REACTANTS ARE WITHIN I PERCENT OF STOICHIOMETRIC RATIO
NX - NKS÷I









TEST - WMCO2/WMH2 * 2.0 - 1.
END IF
K(NX) - 1
IF(ABS(TEST) .LE. .01 ) K(NX) - 0
TEST1 " A(IO)÷ A([I)* A(13) + A(t_)+A(16)÷A(17)÷A(tS)*A(t9)
TEST FOR EXTRANEOUS FLOWS IN FEED SUCH AS 02 AND DILUENT
NXI" NX*I
K(NX1) - 0
IF( TESTI .NE. 0. ) K(NXI)-I
C
C
SEE WHICH IS LIMITING REACTANT
IF(TEST .LE. 0.0) THEN
cog LIMITING, HYDROGENRICH FEED.
MPRC - WMC02 .12.011
PRH20 - I_C02 "2. * 18.016 + A(6)
ELSE
H2 LIMITING, C02 RICH FEED
MPRC - WMH2 * .a * 12.011
PRH20 - WMH2 * 18.016 + A(6) + A(7)
+ A(7)
END IF
C CALCULATE TOTAL FLOW OUT OF CONDENSER






CALCULATE COMPRESSOR FACTORS THAT STAY CONSTANT DURING ITERATIONS
PRATIO - PRCTR/PCOND
DO 200 IB - 1,20,1
PW - PSATf T8 )
ITRATE - ITRATE • 1
CALCULATE FLOW RATE OF BONE DRY GAS
WBDG-WCONDO /(I.*DUMII PW/(PCOND-PW) )
CALCULATE FLOWS OUT OF COMPRESSOR
BDGMOL- WBDG/XWBDG
WATER - BDGMOL * PW/PCOND * 18.016
H2





















MH2OCB - WATER * A(6) * A(7)
CPBDG -((MH2CE-A(14))*8.42 • (MCO2CE-A(12))*.21 + MCH4CE* .55
1 + MCOCE*.25 + R(10)*0.22 • R(11)*0.249) /WBDG
CALCULATE MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GASES OUT OF COMPRESSOR
MWCMPO - MRECYC/(MH2CE/2.018 * MCO2CE/44.011 + MCH4CE/16.048
1 * MH2OCE/LS.018 + MCOCE/28.011 + R(10)/82. + R{11)/28.008)
CALCULATE SPECIFIC HEAT OF COMPRESSOR GASES
CPCMPO -(8.42*MH2CE + .21 * MCO2CE ÷ ._5 * MCH4CE + .25 * MCOCE
1 + .48 * MH2OCR + 0.22.R(10) + 0.249*R(11) )/ MRECYC
A(12) + BDGMOL * FRC02 * 44.011
BDGMOL * FRCH4 * 16.048
BDGMOL * FRCO * 28.011
WCOMPR " MH2CE*MCO2CR+MCH4CE+MCOCE+MH2OCE
WCPCMP - WCOMPR t CPCMPO
CALCULATE GAMMA OF COMPRESSOR GASES
GAMCMO - CPCMPO/( CPCMPO - 1.987/MWCMPO )
CALCULATE ISENTROPIC POWER REQUIREMENT(BTU/HR)
FXRST CALCULATE TEMP AT MZX POXNT
T6 -((WBDG *CPBDG * .49*WATER)* T8 + ( A{12)*.21+A(14)*8.42
1 + At6)* .49 * A(7)* 1.0 ) * A(2))/MREC¥C/CPCMPO
TO - 489.6 • T6
XN - {GAMCMO-I.)/GAMCMO
QCOMP = MREC¥C*l_46.tTO*GAMCMO*(PRATIO**XN-I.)/778./MWCMPO/
I (GAMCMO - 1.)/ AECOMP
TOTAL POWER TO COMPRESSOR(WATTS)
QCOMPT - QCOMP/ECOMP/8.41
HEAT FLOW FROM COMPRESSOR TO AMBIENT(BTU/RR)
QLCOMP - QCOMPT*8.41 - QCOMP
HEAT OU REACTION(BTU/ER)
QRXN - 978. * A(12)
TEMPERATURE OUT OF COMPRESSOR
T4 - T6 + QCOMP/MRECTC/CPCMPO
TEMPERATURE OUT OF REACTOR











T2 - Tt - EHX*( TI - T4 )
TEMPERATURE OF GASES LEAVING CONDENSER





THIS COMPLETES ONE ITERATION ON THERMAL BALANCE










HEAT INTO RECYCLE GASES BY THEREACTOR
Q42 - WCPCMP * ( T2 - T4 )
Qut - Q42
TEMPERATURE INT0 REACTOR
T_ - T1 - Q_t/WCPCMP
TOTAL HEAT LOST TO ENVIRONMENT
CLTOT - QLR , ¢LCOMP
R(SS) - QLTOT
HEATER SIZING











IF ( TRCTR .LT. R{102) ) qHTRNO - _HTR










IF( .NOT. STKADY) THEN
CALCULATE LBS OF CARBON IN CARTRIDGE
IF( NPASS .Eq. 0 ) THEN
MASSC-O.
END IF
IF ( MASSC .GE. CMAX ) THEN
MASSC - O.
R(IOI) - THCAPO
IDNUM - IDNUM • 1.
END IF
MASSC - MASSC • MPRC * DHOUR
R(101) - R(101) • MASSC*.H
TRCI"R - (MRECYC*(TI-I"_)*CPCMPO-R(_8)+
1 qRXN • qHTRNO)*DHOUR/R(I01)
END IF
TRCTR



























































































COMMON /SOURCE/ A(19).B(19).CPA.CPB,IAt. IBI.NA.NB.NPFS.NPFST(6).
1 NSFS.NSFST(6).RHOA,RHOD.VISCA.VISCE,WYMA.WTMR.XKA.XKB






















HOT FLOW WIDTH (INCHES)
HOT FLOW LENGTH (INCHES)
NUMBER OF COOLANT PASSES
NUMBER OF COLD FIN LAYERS
NUMBER OF ROT FIN LAYERS
COLD FIN HEIGHT (INCHES)
HOT FIN HEIGHT (INCHES)
COLD FIN THICKNESS (INCHES)
HOT FIN THICKNESS (INCHES)
NUMBER OF COLD FINS







- COLD FLOW LENGTH (INCHES)
- COLD SECONDARY SURFACE AREA (FT-2)
























































COLD PRIMARY SURFACE AREA (FT-2)
HOT PRIMARY SURFACE AREA (FT-2)
COLD SIDE TOTAL SURFACE AREA (FT-2)
HOT SIDE TOTAL SURFACE AREA (FT-2)
COLD FLOW AREA (FT-2)
HOT FLOW AREA (FT-2)
COLD HYDRAULIC DIAMETER (FT)
HOT HYDRAULIC DIAMETER (FT)
INLET ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY
INLET WATER VAPOR PARTIAL PRESSURE (PSIA)
INLET DEW POINT (F)
OUTLET WATER VAPOR PARTIAL PRESSURE (PSIA)
OUTLET ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY
LATENT HEAT LOAD (BTU/HR)
SENSIBLE HEAT LOAD (BTU/HR)
TOTAL HEAT LOAD (BTU/HR)
FACTOR OF SAFETY
COOLANT OUTLET TEMPERATURE (F)
COOLANT VISCOSITY (LB/FT-HR)
HOT VISCOSITY (LB/FT-HR)
COLD THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (RTU/HR-FT-F)
HOT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (BTU/HR-FT-F)
COLD PRANDLT NUMBER
HOT PRANDLT NUMBER
COLD FLOW PER UNIT AREA {LB/HR-FT-2)





COLD MODIFIED COBURN FACTOR
HOT MODIFIED COBURN FACTOR
COLD FILM COEFFICIENT (BTU/HR-FT2-F)
HOT FILM COEFFICIENT (BTU/HR-FT2-F)
COLD OVERALL FIN EFFICIENCY
HOT OVERALL FIN EFFICIENCY
COLD EFFECTIVE FILM COEFFICIENT (BTU/HR-FT2-F)
ROT EFFECTIVE FILM COEFFICIENT CBTU/HR-FT2-F)
COLD EFFECTIVE UA (BTU/HR-F)
HOT EFFECTIVE UA (BTU/HR-F)
TOTAL DRY UA (BTU/HR-F)
HOT SIDE (W CP) (RTU/HR-F)
PINCH POINT AIR SIDE TEMPERATURE (F)
PINCH POINT COOLANT TEMPERATURE (F)
WET SECTION LMTD (F)
DRY SECTION LMTD {F)
WET SECTION DRY UA (RTU/HR-F)
DRY SECTION DRY UA {BTU/HR-F)
















- HOT SIDE OUTLET TEMPERATURE (F)
- HOT SIDE CONDENSABLE VAPOR FLOW (LBM/HR)
- HOT SIDE ENTRAINED LIQUID FLOW (LBM/HR)







































































CALCULATE FACTOR OF SAFETY





fS - 1.094 *qTOT/qSRNS÷CONST














































































DETERMIN IF THE HEAT EXCHANGERIS DRY OR CONDENSING.
IF (DPIN .GT. CIN*0.50) THEN
TOTAL EFFECTIVE DRY UA (BTU/HR-F)














WET AND DRY SECTION LMTD (F)
RATIO - (HOTOUT-CIN)/fAIEPP-COOLPP)
IF (RATIO .LE. 0.0) THEN
WTLMTD - I.






IF (AIRPP .LT. CIN .OR, AIRPP .GT. HOTIN .OR. COOLPP .LE.






NET SECTION AND DRY SECTION DRY UA (BTU/HR-F)
TEMPt - COOLPP-CIN


















TOTAL EFFECTIVE DR¥ UA (BTU-HR-F)
TEDUA2 - WSDUA*DSDUA
NEWTON-RHAPSONITERATION ON THE HOT SIDE OUTLET
TEMP. UNTIL THE EFFEXTIVE DRY UA'S ARE WITHIN 1BTU-HR-F
ERROR - TEDUA2-TEDUAI
IF (ABS(ERROR) .LE. 8.0) GO TO 100




IF (CHCKI .GT. -0.00001 .AND. CHCK1 .LT. O.O0001)THEN
CHCK1 - 0.0001
END IF











IFtHOTNEW .LT. CIN) THEN
HOTNEW - (HOTOUT,BAND)/2.0













































C AIR OUTLET TEMPERATURE
C
HOTNEW- HOTIN-OVEFF*(HOTIN-CIN)





C CALCULAll_ THK CONDENSED LIQUID (LEM/HR)
C
100 MDO'rL - RiS)e(INABSH-OUTABE)
B20V - R(B)-MDOTL
C



































FORMAT (' ****ERROR****TF_ CONDENSING HEAT EXCHANGERS UA DOES







C. 4 Program Use
The following section presents the procedures to use the program on
the Hamilton Standard IBM or the NASA Langley Prime Computers.
Also, instructions are given to allow the user to swap one CO 2
removal subsystem for another, to modify the input data, and to
change control logic.
C.4.1 Operation Usin 9 the Hamilton Standard IBM Computer
To run the Space Station simulation model, use the following
sequence of steps:
(I) Access the command list from the GI5UARL library:
LOZL GI89CL GI5UARL
(2) Access the input data set:





C.4 Program Use (Continued)
(3) Make desired changes to SSDATA.DATA.
(4) Enter the following ccmmand:
EX GI89CL
More detailed information on each of these steps is provided in the
following sections.
C.4.1.I The Ccmmand List GI89CL
GI98CL is a general ecmmand list to run any FORTRAN 77 GI98A load
module. A listing of this cc_mand list is provided in Table C-5 and































FREE ATTRLIST(AI B2 C8 D4 Ea)
ATTEID At BLKSIZE(844) RBCFM(V B) LRECL(844)
ATTRIR B2 DLKSIZE(IO000) RECFM(V B S) LRECL(IOODO)
ATTRID C8 BLESIZE(8404) RECFM(V B S) LRECL{8404)
ATTEIR D4 BLESIZE(8990) RECFM(F B A) LRECL(188)











WRITE DATA SEI'S ARE NOW BEING ALLOCATED.
ALLOC DSKDDI) F(FT41FOOI) NEW SPACE{844,200) BLOCK(844) ÷
USING(AI) DELETE
ALLOC DS(DD2) F(FT42FO01) NEW SPACE(200,200) RLOCE{IO000)
USING(B2) DELETE
ALLOC DS(DD8) F(FT48FO01) NEW SPACE(200,200) BLOCK(8404)
USING(C8) DELETE
ALLOC DS(DD4) F(FT44FOOl) NEW SPACE(200,2OO) DLOCE{8408)
USING(CD) DELETE






LIST!_ OF GIB9CL FOR SPACE STATION MODEL
USING(CO) DELETE
ALLOC DS(DD6) F(FTB1FO01) NEW SPACE(200,200) ELOCK(S408) ÷
USING(CO) DELETE
ALLOC DS{INIO) F(FTIOFOOI) NEW SPACE(200,200) BLOCK(8408) *
USING(CO) DELETE
ALLOC DS(INII) F(FTIIFOOI) NEW SPACE(200,200) BLOCK(8408) ÷
USING(CS) DELETE
ALLOC DS(SSDATA.DATA) F(FTO_FO01)
ALLOC DS(OUT.DATA) F(FTO6FO01) NEW SPACE(200,200) BLOCK(8120) ÷
USING(D4) CATALOG
ALLOC DS(OUT1.DATA) F(FTO7FO01) NEW SPACE{200,200) BLOCK(8120) ÷
USING(D4) CATALOG
ALLOC DStOUT2.DATA) F(FTOSFO01) NEW SPACE(200,200) BLOCK(8120) ÷
USING(D4) CATALOG
ALLOC DS(OUTS.DATA) F(FTO9FOOI) NEW SPACE(200,200) BLOCK(SIS0) ÷
USING(D4) CATALOG
ALLOC DS(PLTCAT.DATA) F(FT4_FO01) NEW SPACE(gO0,200) BLOCK(SIgo) ÷
USING(ES) CATALOG































































Printer Output of Nodal
Conditions
Printer Output of Station
Performance
Printer output of Station
Performance
Input File for Data Tape
output File for Data Tape
Plot File for Use with MERIAM
Special Output to Interactive
T_rminal
Used by IEDIT Subroutine
Card Punch File !Used Only
When Punch Card _e-ected)
File Built in IEDIT_ Containing
Problem Input Data for Current
Run
File Used for MerginH Operations
Durinq Creations of Baslc Cases
Used for Holding K/V Array Data
of Basic Case or Restart Case
File Which Contains the Sorted
nent ata Card Images Plus
r for the Baszc Case
File Which Contains the Sorted
Table Data Card Images Plus Sort
Number for the Basic Case
File for Storinq Data to be.






C.4.1.2 Input Data S_SDATADescription
SVHSER 10639
The input data for the Space Station simulation model is shown in
Table C-7. The data set is divided into five sections. The first
section contains user options and initial conditions for the
habitat and laboratory air. These are located up front for ease of
the user to make selections.
The second section contains the KBAS cards for all _nents in
the system except for ECLS equipment like an 02 generator. The
KBAS card defines the subroutine for analyzing the component, the
components which provide film to the component, and the next
component to be solved in the solution path.
The third section contains all the other cards for all components
in the system except for ECIZ equipment. These are the ID, NSTR,
KARY, and VARY cards.
The forth section is the library of all ECLS components. These
ccI_x)nents to date in the library are:
002 Reduction 02 Generation
. Sabatier . SPE






INPUT DATA FOR SPACE STATION MODEL
TNPUT CARD ZHAGES LZSTEO BELOH
ZOUT : 0 ZPRT : 0
NAHELZST, BASZC CASE
TAPE 0
BASZC 1 593 Z1 Z YEA
CASE SPACE STATZOH ARS SZHULATZON HOOEL
NAY
_CASE1
KPTZHV(1): 1, KPTZNVIZ]: 5, KPTZHV(3]= 10, KPTINV(4]:30p
KCHOUT= O, KPUNCH= O, KPRNT: O, KRUN: 2, KSTEDY= O,
HAXSLP= 4, MAXSSZ= 15, HINSSZ= 10, NOLZH=O,
DTZHE:60., START: 0.0, TZMEHX:8b400.,
THAX= 500.0, THIN= 0.0) HTMAX= 1.6E6 SEND
SPROP1
CP(1):I.0, RHO(lJ:6Z.4000, VZSC(1):Z.4ZO, HTH(1):18.016, _((1):0.34,
CP(Z]=O.Z, RHOIZ]=O.O0045, VZSCiZ)=0.378, NTH(Z]=_.01, )_(Z)=0.0098,
CP(3)=3.4Z,RHO[3)=O.OOSZO, VZSC[3]:O.OZI, HTH(3)=Z.016, XK(3):O.IO3Z,
CP(4)=O.SZ,RHO(4)=O.04150, VISC(4)=0.026, HTH[4)=16.06, XK(4):0.0191,
"CPCONL=I., CPCONV=O.4q.S,CPCOZ=O.Z, CPDZL=O.ZS, CPOXY=O.ZZ, CPTC=O.Z,
GAItGAS=l.4,VZSGAS=._F+,HTltCOH=lB.O16,11TttOZL=Z8.013,HlltTC=ZO.,
_GAS:O.146 SEND
ZD_ 80 1 THE FOLLOHZNG
ZD_ 80 Z
KBAS 8O 49 11 ZZ
NSTR 80 0
KARY 80 16 0
KARY BO 17 0
KARY 80 18 0
KARY 80 19 0
KARY 80 ZO 1
KARY 80 ZZ 1
KARY 80 22 1
KARY 80 23 1
KARY 80 Z4 0
KARY 80 Z5 0
KARY 80 Z6 0
KARY 80 27 0
KARY 80 28 1
KARY 80 Z9 1
KARY BO 30 1
KARY 8O 31 1
KARY BO 3Z 0
KARY 80 33 0
KARY 80 34 0
KARY 80 35 0
..VARY 80 65 5.0
VARY 80 66 70.0
VARY 80 67 14.7
VARY 80 68 Z.8
VARY 80 69 50.0
VARY 80 70 3.09
VARY 80 71 70.0
VARY 80 72 14.7
==VARY 80 73 Z.5
-VARY BO 74 50.0
VARY 80 75 3.09
KBAS 1 I Z6
ARE OPTZON_ TO BE SELECTED BY THE USER:
Z
SUBROUTZNE OPTZON5
PROCESS AZR BUS? 1:YES, O:NO
COZ GAS BUS? O:NONE, I:ZNTRAMO0, Z:ZNTENtOD
N2 GAS BUS? 1:YES, O:NO
HZ GAS BUSY O=NOI,IE,Z:ZNTRAHOD
HABZTAT OZ GEN :111 ON?
HABZTAT COZ REHOVAL 81 OH?
HABI"TAT COZ REDUCTZOH 81 OH?
HAB'JrTAT CAT OX 81 ON?
HABZTAT OZ GEN 82 ON?
HABZTAT COZ REMOVAL 8Z ON?
HABZTAT C02 REDUCTZON 1112ON?
HABZTAT CAT OX 82 ON?
LABORATORY 02 GEN 8Z ON?
LABORATORY COZ REHOVAL 81 ON?
LABORATORY C02 REDUCTZON 81 ON?
LABORATORY CAT OX _1 ON?
LABORATORY OZ GEN 82 ON?
LABORATORY COZ REHOVAL 82 ON?
LABORATORY COZ REDUCTiON 8Z ON?
LABORATORY CAT OX 8Z ON?
PRZHTOFF FRE_JENCY, TZHESTEPS PER PRZNTOFF
HABZTAT GAS HZXTURE : ZNZTZAL TEHPERATURE ( F ]
HABZTAT TOTAL PRESSURE ( PSZA ]
HABZTAT GAS COZ PRESSURE ( MHHG )
HABZTAT DEH POZNT TEHPERATURE (F)
HABZTAT OZ PARTZAL PRESSURE (PSZA]
LABORATORY GAS MIXTURE : ZNITZAL TEHP ( F ]
LABORATORY TOTAL PRESSURE ( PSZA )
LABORATORY GAS COZ PRESSURE I HttHG )
LABORATORY DEN POZNT TEPIPERATURE I F }
LABORATORY OZ PARTTAL PRESSURE I PSZA]








































































































































































































q. 2 3 -9Z 3
165 Z 3
365 2 3
1Z 3 -q.ZZ 3
Z 2 3 -62 2 3
-1 2 3
52 2 3 -q,2 Z 3







195 Z 3 -395 Z 3
18 Z 3










73 Z 3 -516 Z 3
1#2 3 _ Z 3
• 1 Z 3
13 Z 3 -517 Z 3
50 Z 3 -63 Z 3
51 Z 3
16 Z 3 -518 Z 3
60 Z 3 52 Z 3
61 2 3
-6Z Z 3
519 2 3 _Z Z 3




107 Z 3 -500 0 1
91 Z 3
-9;' Z 3
105 Z 3 -93 Z 3
9_Z 3 902 3
lOq. Z 3
108 2 3 -501 0 1
97 Z 3
-98 Z 3
106 2 3 -99 Z 3





90 Z 3 -216 Z 3

























































































































































































































































180 2 3 -158 2 3
-179 Z 3
178 2 3 158 Z 3
111 Z 3 -11Z 2 3
154 2 3 -160 2 3
133 Z 3 -IZZ Z 3
-151 Z 3
121 2 3 -123 Z 3
154 Z 3 -164 2 3
183 2 3 -167 2 3
186 2 3
184 2 3 167 2 3
121 0 1 -123 0 1
-123 3 3 4
170 3 3 4
-121 3 3 4
-17r4 3 3 4 172 3 3 4
170 3 3 4 0 1
172 3 3 4 201 Z 3
173 3 3 4 200 2 3
174 3 3 4 199 2 3
-22 2 3
181 Z 3
187 2 3 182 2 3
185 2 3 -182 2 3
136 2 3 205 2 3
213 2 3 Z06 2 3




141 2 3 -143 Z 3











131 Z 3 -133 2 3



































































































































































































































































305 2 3 -Z93 Z 3
29_. 2 3 290 Z 3
30q. 2 3
308 2 3 -509 0 1
297 Z 3
-:)98 2 3
306 Z 3 -Z99 Z 3





Z90 2 3 -416 2 3









380 2 3 -358 2 3
-379 Z 3
378 Z 3 358 Z 3
311 2 3 -312 2 3
35_ Z 3 -360 Z 3
333 Z 3 -31Z 2 3
-351 Z 3
321 2 3 -323 2 3
3._t 2 3 -364 Z 3
383 Z 3 -367 2 3
386 Z 3
384 2 3 367 2 3
321 0 1 -3Z3 0 1
-323 3 3 ¢.
370 3 3 4
-3Zl 3 3 4
-374 3 3 4 37Z 3 3 4
3703 34 0 1
372 3 3 4 401 2 3
373 3 3 4 400 Z 3
374 3 3 _. 399 2 3
-2q. 2 3
381 2 3
387 Z 3 38Z 2 3
385 2 3 -38Z Z 3
336 2 3 405 Z 3
413 Z 3 406 Z 3




341 2 3 -343 2 3



































































































































































ZOrN 1 CABIN - SPACE
NSTR 1 151011000
VARY 1 Z




VARY 1 1 Z
VARY 1 21











VARY 1 87 70.0
VARY 1 88 15.0
VARY 1 89
VARY 1 90 14.7
BVARY 1 91 Z.O
-VARY 1 9Z Z • 9













































O PRZ P, 5 RESETS, SPECIFY NET FLOHS
CABIN GAS MIXTURE: INZTZAL TEHPERATURE
TOTAL PRESSURE I PSIA )
HZO VAPOR FLON (LB/HR)
OXYGEN FLON ( LBN/HR )
NITROGEN FLON ( LBM/HR )
COZ FLOH ( LBH/HR )
CABIN GAS NZXTURE: INITIAL TEttPERATURE
TOTAL PRESSURE ( PSIA )
HZO VAPOR FLOH (LB/HR)
OXYGEN FLON I LBII/HR )
NITROGEN FLOH I LBI_'HR )
COZ FLON ( LBH/HR )
TOTAL HEAT ADDED TO CABIN GAS NIX (BI"U/HR)
NON ECLS HEAT LOAD (BTU/HR)
HEAT LOSS DUE TO OUTBOARD LEAKAGE (BTU/HR)
HEAT GAIN DUE TO HASS ADDITIONS (BTU/HR)
HEAT REQD TO FLASH ENTRAINED H20(BTU/HR)
FLASH EVAP RATE OF ENTRAINED HZO (LBH/HR)
CABIN GAS DESIGN TEIIP (DEGF)
CABIN GAS DESIGN TEttP TOL. ! F )
CABIN GAS RELATIVE HUHZDITY ( DECIHAL )
DESIGN TOTAL PRESSIJItE ( PSIA )
DESIGN TOTAL PRESSURE TOLERANCE (PSZA)
DESIGN OXYGEN PRESSURE ( PSIA )
DESIGN OXYGEN PRESSURE TOL (PSIA)






INPUT DATA FOR SPACE STATION MODEL
VARY 1 95
VARY 1 96 50.0
VARY 1 97 Z5.0
VARY 1 98
VARY 1 99 10.0
VARY I ZOO




















VARY 1 128 0.0
VARY I 129 0.0
VARY 1 130




VARY I Z39 ZOO00.
VARY 1 170 70.0
VARY I 171 70.0
VARY 1 17Z 70.0
VARY I 173 70.0
VARY I 17_ 70.0
VARY 1 175
VARY I 176
VARY I 177 0.0
VARY 1 170 0.0
VARY I 179 0.0
VARY i 180 0.0
VARY i 181
VARY Z 18;'
IO_"m Z CABIN - SPACE
,,,,NSTR 2 1510Z1000
VARY Z Z










CABIN GAS NITROGEN PRESSURE I PSZA)
DESIGN DEH PT I F)
DESIGN OEH POINT TOL l F]
CABIN GAS DEH POINT
HA)( ALLOHABLE COZ PRESSURE (PIH-HG)
CABIN GAS COZ PRESSURE (MH-HG)
HAX ALLOHABLE TRACE COHTAHZNENT LEVEL (PPH)
CABIN GAS TRACE CCNTAMZNENT LEVEL [PPN)
CABIN GAS HZXTURE, TOTAL HASS (LBN)
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, TEMPERATURE IF)
CABIN GAS I_XTURE, TOTAL PRESSURE(PSZA)
CABIN GAS HTXTURE, NON-CONOENSABLES HASS
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, HZO VAPOR HASS (LBH)
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, ENTRAINED HZO ItASS ( LBM )
CABIN GAS NZXTURE, NON-COND SPECIFIC HEAT
CABIN GAS HZXTURE, NON-CONO HOLECULAR Hr.
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, OXYGEN HASS(LBH)
CABIN GAS IIZXTURE, NZTROGEN MASS ( LBM )
CABIN GAS NIXTURE p COZ MASS ( LBH ]
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, TRACE CONTAMZNENTS HASS
_ARD LEAKAGE RATE ( LBt'I/HR ;
NON-CONOENSABLES LEAKAGE RATE I LBM/HR)
H20 VAPOR LEAKAGE RATE ( LBM/HR )
ENi"RATNED H20 LEAKAGE RATE (LBI1/HR)
TOTAL MASS ADDT'rZGN RATE (LBN/HR)
NON--CONDENSABLES ADDITION RATE ( LBN/HR )
HZO VAPOR AODZ'I'ZON RATE (LBM/HR]
ENTRAINED H20 ADDITION RATE (LIE_I/HR|
AVERAGE TEHPERATURE OF NASS AODITZONS I F )
ADD COHO VAPOR TEHP ! F )
NET TOTAL FLGN INTO CABIN (LBM/ItR)
NET NON-COND FLOH INTO CABIN (LBH/HRJ
NET HZO FLOH INTO CABIN - GPOLY CALC
CABIN FREE VOLI._fE ( FT-3 )
OXYGEN ADDITION TEMP ( F )
NITROGEN ADDITION TEMPI F )
COZ ADDITION TEMP ( F )
TRACE CONTAHZNENT ADDITION TENP ( F )
SPECIAL FLGN NO. 1 AOOZI"ZON TEHP ( F )
NET OZ ADDITION ! LBH/HR)-GPOLYZ CALC
NET NZ ADDITTON (LBN/HR)-GPOLYZ CALC
NET COZ ADDTTIONI LBM/HR)-GPOLYZ CALC
NET TRACE CONTANZNENT ADDITION I LBN/HR)
NET SPECIAL FLOH I ADDII"ZGN (LBI1/HR)
OZ/NZ REG FLAG : 0.0 IF OZ USED LAST, = 1.0
MISSION I"IHE ( SEC )
PLISSION TIME (NIN I
STATION LABORATORY
PRZ P_ S RESETS, SPECZFY NET FLOHS
CABIN GAS MIXTURE : INITIAL TEMPERATURE
TOTAL PRESSURE ( PSIA )
HZO VAPOR FLOH I LB/HR)
OXYGEN FLGN ( LBH/HR )
NITROGEN FLOH I LBN/HR)
COZ FLON ( LBH/HR ]
CABIN GAS HIXTURE: ZNZI"J[AL TEMPERATURE
TOTAL PRESSURE ( PSIA )
HZO VAPOR FLOH [ LB/HR )
OXYGEN FLOH ( LBH/HR )













VARY Z 87 70.0
VARY Z 88 15.0
VARY Z 89
VARY Z 90 14.7
VARY Z 91 Z.O
VARY Z 9Z Z.9
VARY Z 93 1.0
VARY Z 9o,
VARY Z 95
VARY Z 96 50.0
VARY 2 97 _.0
VARY Z 98
VARY 2 99 ZO.O
VARY 2 100




















VARY Z ZZ8 0.0
VARY Z 1Z9 0.0
VARY Z Z30




mVARY Z 139 10000.
VARY Z 170 70,0
VARY 2 171 70.0
VARY 2 17Z 70.0
VARY Z 173 70,0
VARY Z 17_ 70.0
VARY Z 175
VARY Z 176
,.,VARY Z 177 0.0
mVARY Z 178 0.0
VARY Z 179 0,0
VARY Z 180 0.0
COZ FLOH (LBM/HR)
TOTAL HEAT ADDED TO CABIN GAS MIX (BTU/HR)
NON ECLS HEAT LOAD (BTU/HR)
HEAT LOSS DUE TO OUTBOARD LEAKAGE (BTU/HR)
HEAT GAIN DUE TO MASS ADDITIONS (BTU/HR)
HEAT REQD TO FLASH ENTRAINED HZO(BTU/HR)
FLASH EVAP RATE OF ENTRAINED HZO (LBM/HR)
CABIN GAS DESIGN TEMP (OEGF)
CABIN GAS DESIGN TEMP TOL. (FI
CABIN GAS RELATIVE ItUHIOITY (DECIHAL)
DESIGN TOTAL PRESSURE (PSIA)
DESIGN TOTAL PRESSURE TOLERANCE (PSIA)
DESIGN OXYGEN PRESSURE (PSIA)
DESIGN OX'YGEN PRESSURE TOL (PSIA)
CABIN GAS OXYGEN PRESSURE (PSIA)
CABIN GAS NITROGEN PRESSURE (PSZA?
DESIGN DEN PT iF)
DESIGN DEN POINT TOL IF?
CABIN GAS DEN POINT
MAX ALLOHABLE COZ PRESSURE I HH-HG)
CABIN GAS COZ PRESSURE IMII-HG)
HAX ALLOHABLE TRACE COHTAMZNENT LEVEL IPPH)
CABIN GAS TRACE CONTAMZNENT LEVEL (PPH)
CABIN GAS ttZXTURE, TOTAL MASS (LBH)
CABIN GAS MIXTURE; TEMPERATURE IF)
CABIN GAS NIXTURE, TOTAL PRESSURE(PSZA)
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, HON-CONDENSABLES HASS
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, HZO VAPOR HASS (LBH]
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, ENTRAINED HZO MASS (LBN)
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, HON-COND SPECIFIC HEAT
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, NON-COND HOLECULAR Hr.
CABIN GAB HZXTURE, OXYGEN HASSILBH)
CABIN GAS MIXTURE, NITROGEN HASS (LBH)
CABIN GAS MZXTURE, C02 HASS I LBH)
CABIN GAB MIXTURE, TRACE COHTAHINEHTS MASS
OUTBOARD LEAKAGE RATE (LBN/HR)
NON-COHDENSABLES LEAKAGE RATE ILBH/HR)
HZO VAPOR LEAKAGE RATE (LBH/HR)
ENTRAINED HZO LEAKAGE RATE (LI_I/HR)
TOTAL MASS ADDITION RATE (LBM/HR)
NOH-CONI)EHSABLES ADDITION RATE (LBI'VHR)
HZO VAPOR ADDITION RATE (LBI1/HR)
ENTRAINED HZO ADDITION RATE (LBH/HR)
AVERAGE TEHPERATURE OF HASS AODII"ZONS (F]
ADD COND VAPOR TENP (FJ
NET TOTAL FLON INTO CABIN (LBIt/HR)
NET NON-COND FLOH INTO CABIN (LBM/HR)
NET HZO FLOH INTO CABIN - GPOLY CALC
CABIN FREE VOLL_E I FT-3)
O0(YGEN ADDITZONTEMP IF)
NITROGEN ADDITION TEttP (F)
C02 ADDITION TEttP IF)
TRACE COhn'AHINENT ADDITION TEMP (F)
SPECIAL FLON NO.Z ADDITION TEHP IF?
NET OZ ADDITION ILBH/HR)-GPOLYZ CALC
NET NZ ADDITION (LBH/HR)-GPOLYZ CALC
NET COZ ADDZTION(LBM/HR)-GPOLYZ CALC
NET TRACE CONTAHINENT ADDITION (LBH/HR)
NET SPECIAL FLON 1 ADDITION (LBN/HR)





































































INPUT DATA FOR SPACE STATION MODEL
MISSION I"IHE (SEC)
MISSION TIME (MIN)
SPACE STATION HABITAT CREH
1 NO TESTS, SSCALC
4 NUHBER OF CREHIIEN
TOTAL METABOLIC HEAT - ALL CREHHEN IBTU/HR)
SENSIBLE HEAT LOAD PER CREHHAN(BTU/HR)
LATENT HEAT PER CREHMAN (BTU/HR)
TOTAL OXYGEN USE RATE (LBI'VHR)
TOTAL COZ GENERATION RATE (LBtt/HR)
TOTAL HZO VAPOR GENERATION RATE (LBH/HR)
INLET GAS RELATIVE HUHZDZTY (DECIHAL)
INLET GAS DEN POINT IF)
OUTLET GAS RELATIVE HUHIDITY (DECIHAL)
OUTLET GAS DEN POINT (F)
TOTAL HETABOLIC RATE PER CREHHAN (BTU/HR)
SPACE STATION LABORATORY CREH
I NO TESTS, SS CALC
4 FU_ER OF CREHMEN
TOTAL METABOLIC HEAT - ALL CREHMEN (BTU/HR)
SENSIBLE HEAT LOAD PER CREHMAN(BTU/HR)
LATENT HEAT PER CREHHAN (BTU/HR)
TOTAL OXYGEN USE RATE (LBH/HR)
TOTAL COZ GENERATION RATE (LBH/HR)
TOTAL HZO VAPOR GENERATION RATE (LBN/HR)
INLET GAS RELATIVE HONIDITY (DECIMAL)
INLET GAS DEH POINT (F)
OUTLET GAS RELATIVE HUHZDZTY (DECIHAL)
OUTLET GAS DEN POINT (F)
TOTAL HETABOLIC RATE PER CREHMAH IBTU/HR)
GAS MIXER - HABITAT AIR AND SPLIT 11
GAS MIXER - LABORATORY AIR AND SPLIT 11
SPLITTER - TO FAN 14 AND FAN 13
65 0.5 FLON FRACTION TO FAN 13 AND FAN 14
GAS MIXER - FROM COMP lZ AND NODE Z
GAS HZXER - FROM CONP 11 ANO NOOE 4
SPLITTER - TO FAN 14 AND FAN 15
65 0.5 FLOH FRACTION TO FAN 14 ANO FAN 15
FAN FOR NODAL MIXERS
1 INPUT CFH AND
76 130.0 FAN FLON (CFM)
8_ 1.0 FAN ON/OFF SHZTCH,(1.0=ON,O.O=OFF)
91 1SZ.O FAN HEAT ADDITION INATTS)
FAN FOR NODAL MIXERS
1
76 130.0 FAN FLON (CFM)
84 1.0 FAN ON/OFF SHITCH II.0=ON,O.O=OFF)
91 151.0 FAN HEAT ADDITION (HATTS)
FAN FOR NODAL MIXERS
1 INPUT CFH AHO Q
76 130.0 FAN FLON ICFM)
8_ 1.0 FAN ON/OFF SHZTCH,(1.O=ON,O.O=OFF)
91 152.0 FAN HEAT ADDITION (HATTS)































































































































76 130.0 FAN FLOH (CFH)
84 1.0 FAN ON/OFF SHZTCH (1.0:ON,O.O:OFF)
91 152. O0 FAN HEAT ADDITION (HATTS)
SPLITTER - OZ BUS FLON TO HAB AND LAB
65 0.5 FLOH FRACTION TO HAB AND LAB
GAS MIXER - OZ BUS HIXER FROH ARS 11 AND IZ
SPLITTER - TO OZ STORAGE OR TO 02 BUS
65 O. 0 FLOH FRACTION TO OZ STORAGE AND BUS
GAS MIXER - OZ STORAGE AND RETURN OZ BUS
SPLITTER - HATER TO ARS _1 AND ARS I_Z
65 0.5 FLON FRACI"ZON TO ARS tl ANO ARS I_Z
SPLITTER - NZ TO ARS 1_1 ANO SPLIT Z3
65 FLOH FRACTION TO ARS I11 AND SPLZT Z3
SPLITTER - NZ TO HABITAT AND SPLIT Z4
65 FLOH FRACTION TO HABITAT AND SPLIT Z4
SPLITTER - NZ TO ARS 1_Z AND LABORATORY
65 SPLIT RATIO TO ARS tZ AND LABORATORY
GAS MIXER - FROH ARS I11 AND ARS _Z COZ BUS













COMPUTE OUTLET FLON IN GPOLY1
TANK HAX CAPACITY I LBIq)
TANK INITIAL FILL ILBIq)
TANK FLUID TEHPERATURE (F)
TANK VOLUttE I FT-3 )
TAM( PRESSURE ( PSZA )
THERttAL CAPACITANCE OF SHELL (BTU/HR)
MAX TEHP CHANGE IN ONE TZHE STEP
FLUID USED FROH TANK - GPOLYZ CALC.
FLUID ADDED TO TANK - GPOLYZ CALC.
FLUID FLOI - GPOLY1 CALC.
BU_ TO ARS It1 AND ARS 1_Z
65 FLOH FRACTION TO ARS I11 ANO ARS SZ
OXYGEN ACCUtIULATOR
01000 FLUID TEHP EQUALS HABITAT TEMP.
69 79.8_t TOTAL HASS OF FLUID IN TANK, LBH
70 70.0 FLUID TEtIPERATURE IN TANK, F
71 13.5 TANK VOLUHE_ CUBIC FEET
7Z 1051.0 FLUID PRESSURE IN TANK, PSIA
78 79.8_+ MASS OF OZ IN TANK_ LBI1
ALTCON - NITROGEN SOURCE
PASS VALUES UNCHANGED
ALTCOH - HZO SOURCE
PASS VALUES UNCHANGED
Z et5.O HATER TEMPERATURE, F
3 1_. 7 q. HATER PRESSURE, PSIA
67 O.O CUtIULATZVE HATER CONSUtIED, LBM
SPLITTER - OZ FRON BUS TO STORAGE OR AIR LOCK


























































































































GAS MIXER - NODE I
GAS HIXER - NODE I
SPLITTER - NODE 1 TO MIXER lZ AND NODE 4
65 0.5 FLOH FRACTION TO MIXER 12 AND NODE _IGPOLY
GAS MIXER - NODE :_
GAS HZXER - NODE 2
SPLITTER - NODE Z TO HIXER 8 AND NODE 3
65 0.5 FLOH FRACTION TO MIXER 8 AND NODE 3IGPOLY C
GAS MIXER - NODE 3
GAS MZXER - NODE 3
SPLITTER - NODE 3 TO HZXER 11 AND NODE Z
65 O.S FLOH FRACTION TO MIXER 11 ANO NODE 2(GPOLY
FAN FOR NOOAL MIXERS
1
76 130.0 FAN FLOH (CFHJ
8_ 1.0 FAN ON/OFF SHITCH (Z.O--'ONpO.O=OFF)
91 1SZ. O FAN HEAT ADDITION (HAI"_)
GAS MIXER - NODE
GAS MIXER - NODE 4
SPLITTER - NODE 4 TO KZXER 9 AND NODE I
65 0.5 FLOH FRACTION TO MIXER 9 AND NODE IlGPOLY C
FAN FOR NODAL HIXERS
1
76 130.0 FAN FLON (CFH)
8_ 1.0 FAN ON/OFF SHITCH (1.0=ON,O.O=OFF)
91 15Z. 0 FAN HEAT ADDITION (HATTS)
ARS _1 EQUIPMENT















0.5 FLON FRACTION TO BYPASS AND HX 91(GPOLY CAL
ARS tZ HEAT EXCHANGER II1
0
0 REDUNDANT COOLANT LOOPS? I=YES, 0=1t0
SPLITTER - TO HATER SEP 93
SPLIT RATIOS ARE INPUT
SPLIT RATIO CONDENSABLE VAPOR
SPLIT RATIO CONDENSED LIQUID
5PLZT RATIO OXYGEN
SPLIT RATIO NITROGEN
SPLIT RATIO CARBON DIOXIDE
SPLIT RATIO TRACE COHTAHZNANTS
SPLIT RATIO SPECIAL FLOH _1 (HYDROGEN)
HEAT ADDED (BTU/HR)




































































INPUT DATA FOR SPACE STATION Yf)DEL
0.0 CLRIULATIVE HZO REHOVED, LBtl GPOLYI CALC
GAS MIXER - FROH HATER SEP AND HEAT EXCHANGER ItI
GAS MIXER - BYPASS FLOH AND MIXER 9_
















0.5 FLOH FRACTION TO BYPASS AND HX 971GPOLY CAL
ARS 81 HEAT EXCHANGER tZ
0
0 REDUNDANT COOLANT LOOPS? 1=YES, O=NO
SPLITTER - TO HATER SEP 99 AND MIXER 100
SPLIT RATIOS ARE INPUT
SPLIT RATIO CONDENSABLE VAPOR
SPLIT RATIO CONDENSED LIQUID
SPLIT RATIO OXYGEN
SPLIT RATIO NITROGEN
SPLIT RATIO CARBON DIOXIDE
SPLIT RATIO TRACE CONTAMINANTS
SPLIT RATIO SPECIAL FLOH Itl I HYDROGEN)
HEAT ADDED ( BTU/HR )
CONDENSATE REHOVEO, LERt/HR GPOLY1 CALC
CUI_JLALATIVE HZO REMOVED, LBH GPOLY1 CALC
MIXER - FROH HATER SEP AND HEAT EXCHANGER Itl
GAS MIXER - FROH BYPASS 96 AND MIXER I00
FAN FOR COOLING PACKAGE Wl I ARSSl )
1 INPUT CFM AND Q
76 33_.0 FAN FLOH (CFN)
8_t 1.0 FAN ON/OFF SHITCH,IZ.O--'ON,O.O=OFF)
91 700.0 FAN HEAT ADDITION ( HATTS )
FAN FOR COOLING PACKAGE ttZ (ARS 81 )
1 INPUT CFM AND Q
76 33_. O0 FAN FLON ( CFM )
8_ 1.0 FAN ON/OFF SHITCHp(1.0=ON,O.O=OFF)
91 700.0 FAN HEAT ADDITION (HATTS)
SPLIT AIR FROM COOLING PKG Z TO CAT.CO( AND COZ REHVL
65 0.00 SR TO CAT.CO(/COZ REHVL AND CABIN-GPOLY CALC
SPLIT AIR FROM COOLING PKG 2 TO CAT.OX AND COZ REFF/L
65 0.00 SR TO CAT.OX/COZ REHVL AND CABIN-GPOLY CALC
GAS MIXER CABIN AIR AND CAT.OX/COZ REHVL EXIT AIR
0
GAS ffZXER CABIN AIR AND CAT.OX/COZ REHVL EXIT AIR
0
CATALYTIC (XXIDIZER tl
65 Z8.0 CAT. OX. HEATER POHER ( HATTS )
66 1.0 CAT. OX. EFFECTIVENESS
67 Z.O HGT OF HIGH TEMP CATALYST BEDILBII)
68 600.0 OPERATING TEHP OF HIGH TEMP CAT. BED (F)





































































11Z 67 Z.O HGT OF HIGH TEHP CATALYST BED(LBll)
112 68 600.0 OPERATING TEHP OF HIGH TEMP CAT. BED iF)
11Z 69 0.1111 FRACTION OF TOTAL FLON TO HIGH TEHP BED
151 SPLITTER - CABIN AIR TO COOLING PKG AND SPLIT 155
151
151 65 FLON FRACTION TO COOLING AND SLIT 155(GPOLY
1SZ SPLITTER - COOLING PKG FLOH TO PACYdLGE IP1 AND tZ
15Z
152 65 0.5 FLON FRACTION TO COOLING PKG tl AND SZ
153 GAS MIXER - FROM COOLING PKG 1;1 AND t2
153
154 SPLITTER - TO CABIN AIR OR ANOTHER HQDULE
154
15_ 65 0.0 FLON FRACTION TO CABIN AND HOOULE
155 SPLITTER - CABIN AIR TO CAT CO{ AND COZ REMOVAL
155
155 65 SPLIT RATIO CAT CO( AHO COZ REMOVAL(GPOLY CA
156 SPLITTER * COOLING PKG AIR TO CAT CO( ANO COZ REHVL
156
156 65 SPLIT RATIO TO CAT CO( AND COZ REMOVAL( GPOLY
157 GAS MIXER - CAT CO( PACKAGE !tl
157
158 SPLITTER - TO MIXER 157 AND MIXER 159
158
158 65 O.S FLOH FRACTION TO CAT CO( tl AND CAT OX IrZ
159 GAS MIXER - CAT OX PACKAGE 1;Z
159
160 GAS MIXER - CAT 0:4 1;1 AHD PURGE NZ
160
161 GAS MIXER - CAT OX lrZ AND PURGE NZ
161
16Z GAS MIXER - CAT CO( IrZ AND COZ REHOVAL t2 EXIT AIR
162
163 SPLITTER - TO C02 REDUCTION PACKAGE tll AND tZ
163
163 65 O.S FLON FRACTION TO COZ REDUCTION tl AND I_2
164 GAS MIXER - EXIT AIR FRON COZ REDUCTION PKGS 11 AND tZ
164
165 GAS MIXER - MIXER 161 AND MIXER 164
165
166 GAS HZXER - FROM MIXER 183 AND MIXER 187
166
167 SPLITTER - TO COZ REDUCTION PKS I_1 AND 1;Z
167
167 65 FLOH FRACTION TO COZ RED PKGS !;1 ANO 8Z
168 GAS MIXER - FROM MIXER 18_t ANO MIXER 167
168
170 LZQ MIXER - FROM COZ REDUCTION UNITS
170
17Z SPLITTER - TO MIXER 176 AND MIXER 178
17Z
172 65 FLOH FRACTION TO MIXER 176 ANO MIXER 178
173 SPLITTER - TO MIXER 179 AND SPLITTER 177
173
173 65 1.0 FLOH FRACTION TO MIXER 179 ANO SPLIT 177
174 SPLITTER TO MIXER 176 AND MIXER 180
174
1;'4 65 FLOH FRACTION TO ffZXER 176 AND MIXER ZSO































































































































SPLITTER - TO CONDENSATE AND CH4 STORAGE
1
66 0.0 SPLIT RATIO FOR CONDENSABLE VAPOR FLOH
67 1.0 SPLZT RATIO FOR CONDENSABLE LZGUZD FLOH
68 0.0 SPLIT RATIO FOR O_YGEN FLOH
69 0.0 SPLIT RATIO FOR NITROGEN FLOH
70 0.0 SPLIT RATIO FOR CARBON DIOY, ZDE FLOH
71 O. 0 SPLIT RATIO FOR TRACE COIITAMINANT FLOH
7Z 0.0 SPLIT RATIO FOR SPECIAL FLOH Sl, HZ
73 0.0 SPLIT RATIO FOR SPECIAL FLOH IZp CH4
GAS MIXER - FROM SPLIT 17Z AND SPLIT Z01
GAS MIXER - FROM SPLIT 173 AND SPLIT ZOO
GAS NIXER - FROM SPLIT 199 AND SPLIT 17#
SPLITTER - NZ TO SPLIT 18Z AND TO SPLIT 194
65 FLOM FRACTION TO SPLIT 18Z AND SPLIT 1%
SPLITTER - NITROGEN TO MIXER 183 AND MIXER 18_
65 FLOM FRACTION TO HIXER 183 AND NIXER 18_
GAS MIXER - NZ FROM HIXER 187 AND SPLIT 18Z
GAS MIXER - NZ FROM MIXER 185 AND SPLIT 18Z
GAS MIXER - COZ FROM COZ REX. PKG lie AND HZ FROM SPLIT Z05
GAS MIXER - FROM C02 ACCUMULATOR AND H2 FROM SPLIT 206
GAS MIXER - COZ FROM SPLIT 131 AND HZ FROM SPLIT E07
GAS MIXER - COZ FROM COZ BU_ AND SPLIT 190
SPLITTER - COZ TO MIXER 188 AND COE BUS
65 FLON FRACTION TO MIXER 188 AND COZ BUS
SPLITTER - NZ TO OZ GEN PKG t1 AND PKG tZ
65 FLOM FRACTION TO OZ GEN PKG 11 AND IZ






GAS MIXER - H2 OR NZ FROM 02 GEN
SPLITTER - NZ TO MIXER 180 OR HZ
FLOM FRACTION TO
SPLITTER - NE TO MIXER 179 OR HZ
FLOM FRACTION TO
SPLITTER - NZ TO MIXER 178 OR HZ
PKGS t1 AND 12
TO SPLIT ZOZ
MIXER 180 OR SPLIT ZOZ
TO SPLIT Z03
MIXER 179 OR SPLIT Z03
TO SPLIT ZO_
FLOM FRACTION TO MIXER 178 OR SPLIT ZO_
SPLITTER - HZ TO VENT AND SPLIT Z07
0.0 FLOM FRACTION TO VENT AND SPLIT Z07
SPLITTER - H2 TO VENT AND SPLIT 206
FLOM FRACTION TO VENT AND SPLIT Z06


































































INPUT DATA FOR SPACE STATION MODEL
65 0.0 FLOH FRACTZONTO VENT ANOSPLZT 206
SPLITTER - H2 TO C02 REDUCTZCN AND COZ REHOVAL
65 1.0 SPLIT RATIO C02 RED ANO COZ REMOVAL(GPOLY C
SPLITTER - HZ TO COZ REDUCTION ANO COZ REHOVAL
65 FLON FRACTIONTOCOZ RED AND CO2 REMOVAL
SPLITTER - H2 TO C02 REDUCTION AND C02 REHOVAL
65 1.0 SPLIT RATIO COZ RED AND C02 REHOVALtGPOLY C
SPLITTER - H2 TO COZ REHOVAL PKG _1 AND _2
65 FLOH FRACTION TO C02 REMOVAL PKG WZ AND t2
GAS HZXER - C02 FROHCO2 REHOVAL PKGS _1 AND tZ
GAS HIXER - CABIN AIR AND C02 REHOVAL EXIT
SPLITTER - HI0 TO 02 GENERATION PKG t_1 AND S2
65 0.5 FLON FRACTION TO 02 GEN PKG tZ ANO _2
SPLITTER - HZO TO OZ GEHERATZONANDCOZ REHOVAL
65 0.0 FLON TO 02 GEHERATZON AND C02 REHOVAL






0.5 FLOH FRACTION TO C02 REHOVAL tZ AND _2
TANK - C02 STORAGE ACCUtlULATOR
CONPUTE OUTLET FLOH ZN GPOLYZ
TANK HAM CAPACITY I LBI1)
TANK INITIAL FILL (LBI1)
TANK FLUID TEMPERATURE (F)
TAItK VOLUHE (FT-3)
TANK PRESSURE I PSIA)
THERMAL CAPACITANCE OF SHELL (BTU/HR)
HAXTEMP CHANGE IN ONE TZIIE STEP
FLUID USED FRON TANK - GPOLY2 CALC.
FLUID ADDED TO TANK - GPOLYZ CALC.
FLUID FLOH - GPOLY1 CALC.
ARS t2 EGUIPHENT












0.500 SPLIT RATIO BYPASS AND HX 291-GPOLY CALC
ARS _2 HEAT EXCHANGER W1
0
O REDUNDANT COOLANT LOOPS? Z:YES, O=NO
SPLITTER - TO HATER SEP 293
SPLIT RATZ_ ARE INPUT
SPLIT RATIO HATER VAPOR
SPLIT RATIO CONDENSED HATER
SPLIT RATIO OXYGEN
SPLIT RATIO NITROGEN
SPLIT RATIO CARBON DIOXIDE
SPLIT RATIO TRACE COIITAHZHAHTS
SPLIT RATIO HYDROGEN























































































































67 CONDENSATE REHOVED, PPH GPOLYZ CALC
68 0.00 CUCHULATIVE HZO REttOVEO, LBH GPOLY1 CALC
GAS HZXER - FROM HATER SEP AND HEAT EXCHANGER '1
GAS HIXER - BYPASS FLOH AND HZXER Z94














65 0.500 SPLIT RATIO BYPASS AND HX 297-GPOLY CALC
ARS ,2 HEAT EXCHANGER S2
0
16 0 REDUNDANT COOLANT LOOPS? 1"YES, O:tlO
SPLITTER - TO HATER SEP 299
SPLIT RATIOS ARE INPUT
SPLIT RATIO HATER VAPOR
SPLZT RATIO CONDENSED HATER
SPLIT RATZOOX_GEN
SPLIT RATEO NITROGEN
SPLIT RATIO CARBON DIOXIDE
SPLIT RATIO TRACE CONTAHZNANTS
SPLIT RATIO HYDROGEN
HATER SEPARATOR HEAT LOAD (BTU/HR)
CONDENSATE REHOVED, PPH GPOLY1 CALC
CUtIULATZVE H20 REtIOVED, LE_I GPOLYZ CALC
GASMZXER - FROHHATER SEP AND HEAT EXCHANGER '1
GAS HIXER - FROM BYPASS 296 AND IIZXER 300
FAN FOR COOLING PACKAGE ,1 IARS_Z)
1 INPUT CFH AND
76 334.0 FAN FLOH (CFH)
8_ 1.0 FAN ON/OFF SHITCH,(1.0=ON,O.O=OFF)
91 700.00 FAN HEAT ADDITION (HATTS)
FAN FOR COOLING PACKAGE "Z (ARS ,Z)
1 IHPUT CFM AND Q
76 334.00 FAN FLON (CFH)
84 1.0 FAN ON/OFF SHITCH,(1.0=ON,O.O--'OFF)
91 700.00 FAN HEAT ADDITION I HATTS]
SPLIT AIR FROH COOLING PKG 2 TO CAT,OX AND COZ REHVL
65 0.00 SR TO CAT.OX/COZ REHVL AND CABIN-GPOLY CALC
SPLIT AIR FRON COOLING PKG 2 TO CAT.O_ AND COZ REHVL
66 O.O0 SR TO CAT.OX/CO2 REHVL AND CABZN-GPOLY CALC
GAS HIXER CABIN AIR AND CAT.OX/CO2 REHVL EXIT AIR
GAS HZ×ER CABZH AIR AM) CAT.OX/COZ REt/VL EXIT AIR
CATALYTZC OXIDIZER ,1
65 ZS.0O CAT. CO(. HEATER P(_ER IHATTS)
66 1.00 CAT. OX. EFFECTIVENESS
67 Z.O0 HGT OF HIGH TEttP CATALYST BED(LBH)
68 600.0 OPERATING TEMP OF HIGH TEHP CAT. BED IF)
69 0.1111 FRACTION OF TOTAL FLON TO HIGH TEHP BED
CATALYTIC CO¢/OIZER "Z



























































































































1.00 CAT. OX. EFFECTZVENESS
Z.O0 HGT OF HIGH TEHP CATALYST BEOiLBH)
600.0 OPERATIHG TEllP OF HIGH TEHP CAT. BED IF)
0.1111 FRACTION OF TOTAL FLOH TO HIGH TEMP BED
SPLITTER - CABIN AIR TO COOLING PKG AND SPLIT 355
SPLIT RATIO COOLING AND SPLIT 355-GPOLY CAL
SPLITTER - COOLING PKG FLOH TO PACKAGE tl AND "Z
0.5 FLOH FRACTION TO COOLING PKG ,1 AND ,Z
GAS HIXER - FROM COOLING PKG '1 AND tZ
SPLITTER - TO CABIN AIR OR ANOTHER HOOULE
0.0 FLOH FRACTZOHTO CABIN AND tlODULE
SPLITTER - COOLING PKG AIR TO CAT O0_ AND COZ REHOVAL (PKG 1
SPLIT RATIO CAT OXAND COZ REHOVAL-GPOLY CA
SPLITTER - COOLING PKG AIR TO CAT O_ AND C02 REMOVAL (PKG
SPLIT RATIO TO CAT OX AND C02 REM tZ-GPOLY
GAS MIXER - CAT OX PACKAGE ,1
SPLITTER - TO tlZXER 357 AND IdZXER 359
0.5 FLOH FRACTION TO CAT OX,I AND CAT CO( ,Z
GAS HIXER - CAT OX PACKAGE ,Z
GAS tIZXER - CAT OX ,1 EXIT AIR AND PURGE N2
GAS HZXER - CAT OX ,Z EXIT AIR AND PURGE NZ
GAS IIZXER- CAT O_ ,2 EXIT AND COZ REMOVAL "2 EXIT
SPLZTTER - TO COZ REDUCTION PACKAGE "1 AND "Z
0.500 FLOH FRACTION TO COZ REDUCTION,I AND ,Z
GAS HZXER - EXIT AIR FROfl COZ REDUCTION PKGS ,1 AND ,Z
GAS HIXER - MIXER 361 AND HIXER 364
GAS HIXER - FRGH HZXER 383 AND HZXER 387
SPLITTER - TO COZ REDUCTION PKS ,1 AND ,Z
FLOH FRACTION TO COZ RED PKGS ,1N_D "Z
GAS HIXER - FROH MIXER 384 AND HZXER 367
GAS WIXER - COZ REDUCTION PKGS ,1 AND tZ
SPLITTER - TO HIXER 376 AND HZXER 378
FLON FRACTION TO HIXER 376 AND HZXER 378
SPLITTER - TO HIXER 379 AND SPLITTER 377
1.0 FLOH FRACTZON TO HZXER 379 AND SPLIT 377
SPLITTER TO HIXER 376 AND MIXER 380
FLOH FRACTION TO HIXER 376 AND HIXER 380












































































SPLITTER - TO CONDENSATE AND CH4 STORAGE
SPLIT RATIO FOR COHOENSABLE VAPOR FLOH
SPLIT RATIO FOR CONDENSABLE LIQUID FLON
SPLIT RATIO FOR OXYGEN FLON
SPLIT RATIO FOR NITROGEN FLOH
SPLIT RATIO FOR CARBON DIOXIDE FLON
SPLIT RATIO FOR TRACE CONTANZNEHT FLON
SPLIT RAI"ZO FOR SPECIAL FLOH 11_ HZ
SPLIT RATIO FOR SPECIAL FLOH 'Z j, CH_t
GAS ttZXER - FROfl SPLIT 37Z AND SPLIT 601
GAS MIXER - FROH SPLIT 373 AND SPLIT gtO0
GAS MIXER - FROH SPLIT 399 AND SPLIT 37_
SPLITTER - NZ TO SPLIT 38Z ANO TO SPLIT 39_
FLOH FRACTION TO SPLIT 38Z AND SPLIT 394
SPLITTER - NITROGEN TO kLIXER 383 AND HZXER 384
FLOH FRACTION TO HIXER 383 AND HIXER 38tt
GAS MIXER - NZ FROH MIXER 387 AND SPLIT 382
GAS HZXER - NZ FROH MIXER 185 AND SPLIT I8Z
GAS MIXER - COZ FRON SPLIT 391 AND HZ FRON SPLIT 405
8AS HIXER - FROH COZ ACCUWJLATOR AND HZ FROtt SPLIT #06
GAS HIXER - C02 FRON COZ REX PKG ,1 AND HZ FROH SPLIT _07
GAS HZXER - COZ FRON COZ BUS AND SPLIT 390
SPLITTER - COZ TO MIXER 388 AND COZ BUS
FLON FRACTION TO MIXER 388 AND COZ BUS
SPLITTER - NZ TO OZ GEN PKG "1 ANO PKG '2
FLON FRACTION TO OZ GEN PKG tl AND "Z
GAS PLIXER - OZ FROH O_ GEN PKG "1 AND "Z
GAS HIXER - HZ OR NZ FROH OZ GEN
SPLITTER - NZ TO HIXER 380 OR HZ
FLOt FRACTION TO
SPLITTER - NZ TO MIXER 379 OR HZ
FLOH FRACTION TO
SPLITTER - NZ TO MIXER 378 OR HZ
PKG I1 AND tZ
TO SPLIT _OZ
HIXER 380 OR SPLIT 40Z
TO SPLIT _03
MIXER 379 OR SPLIT 403
TO SPLIT _0_
FLON FRACTIONTO HIXER 3780R SPLIT 60_
SPLITTER - HZ TO VENT AND SPLIT _07
0.0 FLON FRACTION TO VENT AND SPLIT ¢07
SPLITTER - HZ TO VENT AND SPLIT q4)6






























































































































SPLZTTER - HZ TO VENT AHD SPLZT 405
65 0.0 FLOH FRACTZON TO VENT AND SPLZT 406
SPLITTER - HZ TO COZ REDUCTZON AND C02 REHOVAL
65 1.0 SPLIT RATZO COZ RED AND COZ REH-GPOLY CALC
SPLZTTER - HZ TO COZ REDUCI"ZOH AND COZ REMOVAL
65 FLOt¢ FRACI"ZON TO C02 RED AND COZ REHOVAL
SPLITTER - HZ TO COZ REDUCTION AND C02 REHOVAL
65 1.0 SPLTT RATZO COZ RED AND C02 REH-GPLOY CALC
SPLITTER - HZ OR H20 TO C02 REHOVAL PKG tF1 AND I1_2
65 FLOH FRACI"ZOI TO C02 REHOVAL PKG !_1 AND 1_Z
GAS MZXER - COZ FROH COZ REHOVAL PKG I_1 AND 1_Z
GAS HZXER - CABIN AZR AND COZ REHOVAL EXZT
5PLTTTER - H20 TO OZ GENERAI"ZON PKG 111 AND IDZ
65 0.5 FLOH FRACTZON TO OZ GEN PKG II1 AND II2
5PLTTTER - HZO TO OZ GENERATZON ANO C02 REHOVAL
65 0.0 FLOH TO OZ GENERAI"ZC]H ANO COZ REHOVAL













0.0 FLOH FRACTTOId TO C02 REMOVAL 11_1AND I1_2
TANK - C02 STORAGE ACCUftULATOR
COMPUTE OUTLET FLOH TN GPOLY1
TAHK MAX CAPACZTY I LBH )
TANK I'H3[TTAL FI"LL I LBI4)
TANK FLUZD TEMPERATURE I F )
TANK VOLUME ( FT-3 )
TAHK PRESSURE ( PSZA )
THERfIAL CAPACZTANCE OF SHELL I BTU/HR)
HA_ TEIIP CHAtJGE ZN DFIE I'_ttE STEP
FLUZD USED FROH TANK - GPOLYZ CALC,
FLUID ADDED TO TAI_ - GPOLYZ CALC.
FLUZD FLOH - GPOLY1 CALC.
BOUNDARY: ARS Ir1 HEAT EXCHANGER !11 COOLANT
1 497, O0 COOLANT FLDH I LBIt/HR )
2 40, O0 COOLANT TEtIP I F )
3 50. O0 4 COOLANT PRESSURE ( P$ZA )
BOUHI)ARY: ARS 11:1 HEAT EXCHANGER I!2 COOLANT
1 497.00 COOLANT FLOH ILBt't/HR)
2 40. O0 COOLANT TEHP I F )
3 50, O0 4 COOLANT PRESSURE I PSTA )
BOUIIDARY: ARS !_1 CO:' REDUCTZON IF1 COOLANT
1 60.0 COOLANT FLOH I LBft/HR )
Z 38, O0 COOLANT TEttP I F )
3 50. O0 ¢ COOLANT PRESSURE I PSIA)





COOLANT TEttP ( F )






INPUT DATA FOR SPACE STATION M3DEL
IDW_ 504 BOUNDARY:
NSTR 504
VARY 504 1 5005.0
VARY 504 Z 45. O0
VARY 50_ 3 50. O0
ZDW_ 505 BOUNDARY:
NSTR 505
VARY 505 1 5005.0
VARY 505 Z 45.00
VARY 505 3 50.00
ZDW',_ 506 BOUNDARY:
NSTR 506
VARY 506 1 5006.0
VARY 506 Z 45.00
VARY 506 3 50.00
ZO_ 507 BOUNDARY:
NSTR 507
VARY 507 1 5005.0
VARY 507 Z 45.00
VARY 507 3 50.00
IO_'_ 508 BOUNDARY :
NSTR 508
VARY 508 1 497.0
VARY 508 Z 40.00
VARY 508 3 50.00
ZD_,.x 509 BOUNDARY:
NSTR 509
VARY 509 Z 497.0
VARY 509 Z 40.00
VARY 509 3 50.00
10_ 510 BOUNDARY:
NSTR 510
VARY 510 1 60.0
VARY 510 Z 38.00
VARY 510 3 50.00
ZD_(_ 511 BOI._NDARY:
NSTR 511
VARY 511 1 60.0
VARY 511 Z 38.00
VARY 511 3 50.00
ZD_ SIZ BOUNDARY:
NSTR 51Z
VARY 512 1 5005.0
VARY 512 Z 45.00
VARY 512 3 50,00
ZD_ 513 BOUNDARY:
NSTR 513
VARY 513 1 5005.0
1VARY 513 Z 45.00
VARY 513 3 50. O0
ZD_ 514 BOUNDARY :
HSTR 514
VARY 514 1 5005.0
VARY 514 Z 45.00
VARY 514 3 50.00
ZD_(_ 515 BOUNDARY:
_,_TR 515
mVARY 515 Z 5005.0
VARY 515 Z 45.00
VARY 515 3 50.00
ARS 111 COZ REHOVAL 81 COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH (LBM/HR)
COOLANT TEMP ( F )
4 COOLANT PRESSURE I PSZA )
ARS t_1 CO _' REMOVAL t_Z COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH ( LBM/HR )
COOLANT TEMPI F )
4 COOLANT PRESSURE ! PSZA )
ARS I1_1 OZ GENERATZON II81 COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH (LBIq,,*HR)
COOLANT TEMP IF)
4 COOLANT PRESSURE (PSZA)
ARS t10Z GENERATZON 8Z COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH ILBM/HR)
COOLANT TEMP IF)
4 COOLANT PRESSURE (PSZA)
ARS tZ HEAT EXCHANGER 81 COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH ( _HR )
COOLANT TEMP ( F )
4 COOLANT PRESSURE ( PSTA )
ARS 1_Z HEAT EXCHANGER tZ COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH (LBM/HR)
COOLANT TEMP IFI
4 COOLANT PRESSURE (PSZA)
ARS tZ COZ REDUC'rZON SZ COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH ILBH/HR)
COOLANT TEtIP (F)
4 COOLANT PRESSURE IPSZA)
ARS 8Z COZ REDUCTZON ,Z COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH (LBH/HR)
COOLANT TEMP ( F )
4 COOLANT PRESSURE I PSZA )
ARS tZ COZ REMOVAL I81 COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH ILBM/HR)
COOLANT TEMP IF)
4 COOLANT PRESSURE (PSZA)
ARS SZ COZ REMOVAL tZ COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH I LBM/HR )
COOLANT TEMP I F )
4 COOLANT PRESSURE ( PSTA )
ARS 8Z OZ GENERATZON ID1 COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH (LBM/HR)
COOLANT TEMP (FI
4 COOLANT PRESSURE IPSZA)
ARS ,Z OZ GENERATZON,2 COOLANT
COOLANT FLOH (LBI'L/HR)
COOLANT TEMP (F)


























































































































80UNDARYr NODE 81 TNLET BOUI_ARY FLOH
BOUNDARY: NODE 11Z ZNLET B(XJHDARY FLOH
BOUNDARY: NODE 113 INLET BOUNDARY FLOH








........ COT REDUCTZOH SUBSYSTEMS _1 FOR ARS 111 ..........
SABATZER





































HEATER POHER, NORMAL IHATTS)
HEATER POHER_ STATUP (HATTS)
HATER CONDENSED ( LBH/HR )
METHANE EXZT FLGN I I.BI1/HR)
I87 0 1 -SOT 0 1 lZ3
MAX. CARBON LOAOTNG FOR CARTRTDGE, LBH
DRY BASTS VOL FRAC OF COZ ZN COI_P EXTT GASES
DRY BASTS VOL FRAC OF HZ ZN COHP EXZT GASES
DRY BASZS VOL FRAC OF CH4 TN COIIP EXZT GASES
DRY BASZS VOL FRAC OF CO ZN CGHP EXZT GASES
EFFECTZVENESS FACTOR FOR CONDENSER
EFFECTZVEHESS FACTOR FOR REGEN HX
REACTOR PRESSURE, PSZA
CONDENSER PRESSURE, PSIA
AERODYNNIZC EFFZCZENCY OF COIIPRESSOR
NO'I'OR EFFICIENCY OF COHPRESSOR
OESZRED REACTOR TEMPERATURE, F
RECYCLE FLOH RATE, PPH
LUHPED THERtIAL HASS OF REACTOR, BTU/F
........ COT REDUCTION SUSSYSTEHS t1Z FOR ARS 8Z ..........
SABA TZ ER












HEATER POHER, HOP.HAL (HATTS)
HEATER POIdER,STARTIJP ( HATTS ]
HATER CONOENSED ( LBIt/HR ]
HETHANE EXZT FLOH (LBH/HR]









HAX. CARBON LOADTNG FOR CARTRIDGE, LBH
DRY BASIS VOL FRAC OF COT IN COHP EXZT GASES
DRY BASIS VOL FRAC OF H2 TN COil' EXIT GASES
DRY BASTS VOL FRAC OF CH(t TN COHP EXIT GASES
DRY BASTS VOL FRAC OF CO TN COHP EXZT GASES
EFFECTZVENESS FACTOR FOR CONOENSER
EFFECTIVENESS FACTOR FOR REGEN HX






































































































































AERODYNMIZC EFFICIENCY OF COtIPRESSOR
HOTOR EFFICIENCY OF COMPRESSOR
DESIRED REACTOR TEHPERATURE, F
RECYCLE FLOH RATE, PPH
LUttPED THERMAL HASS OF REACTOR, BTU/F
........ COZ REHOVAL SUBSYSTEMS 11 FOR ARS 11 ............
EOC












HEAT TO BE REHOVED BY EDC HEX I BTIJ/HR )
ACTUAL CELL CURRENT DENSITY (NIP/SQ-FTJ
DESIGN CELL CURRENT DENSITY (AI4P/S_-FT)
DESIGN PC02 I HHHG )
COZ TRANSFER RATE ( LE_I-COZ/AHP-HR )
UItZT CELL AREA (S_-FT/CELL)
CELL OPERATING TEHP ( F )
CELL OPERATING PRESSURE ( PSZA )
HASS FLOH OF HATER PRODUCED (LBtt/HR)
CURRENT GENERATED ( AHP )
POHER GENERATED (HAI"TS)
OZ CONSUttED ( LBIC/HR )
COZ REHOVED ! LBH/HR )
H2 C_D ( LBP,_R





















3 Z 3 133
0
HALF CYCLE TZHE, HZNUTES
MIN PRESS OF OESORBING HOLE SIEVE BED, PSIA
C02 ACCUttULATOR PRESSURE, PSIA
MAX TEHP OF OESRB HOL SIEVE BED, F
MAX TEHP OF OESRB SILICA GEL BEO, F
CABIN AIR TEHPERATURE, F
FIRST TIHE INTO COttPONENT: 1=TRUE, O=FALSE
HALF CYCLE TIHEp SECONOS
FULL CYCLE TIHE, SECONDS
COHPUTATION TIHE STEP, HOURS
FIRST HALF OF CYCLE: Z=TRUE, O:FALSE
FIX COOLANT INLET TEHPERATURE, F
COtIPRESSOR POHER, BTU/HR
FAN POldER, 8TU/HR
HEAT GIVEN TO DESRB SILICA GEL BED, BllJ/HR
HEAT REHOVEO BY THE HEAT EXCHANGER, BTU/HR
AVG Q FRQH OSP.BI_ SIL GEL TO CABIN, BTU/HR
AVG Q FROH DSRBNG HOL SIV TO CABIN, BTU/HR
HI0 ADSORBED IN SIL GEL BED t1, LBH
HI0 AOSORBEO IN SZL GEL BED IZ, LBH
COZ ADSORBED IN HOL SIV BED II, LBH
COZ ADSORBED ZN HOL SZV BED 12, LBII
HZO AOSORBEO IN PRESENT SZL GEL BED, LBH
COZ ADSORBEO IN PRESENT HOL SZV BED, LBIt
H20 DESORBED ZN PRESENT SZL GEL BED, LBII
HZO OESORBEO IN PRESENT HOL $ZV BEO, LBtt




































































99 0.0 COZ ADSORBED LAST CYCLE, LBM
100 CYCLE CURRENTLY RUFIqZNG
101 FAN EXIT TEMPERATURE, F
lOZ ADSORBING SZL GEL BED EXIT TEMP, F
103 ADSORBING MOL SZV BED EXIT TEMP, F
104 DESORBZNG SIL GEL BED EXIT TEMP, F
EDC HEAT EXCHANGER
49 1 504 0 1
Z
65 9_._t.O HEAT LOAD FROH EDC OR HOL SIEVE (BTU/HR)
133 1
...... COZ REMOVAL SYSTEHS tZ FOR ARS I1 ..............
EDC



























HEAT TO BE REMOVED BY EDC HEM (BTU/HR)
ACTUAL CELL CURRENT DEHSZTY (AHP/S_-FT)
DESIGN CELL CURRENT DENSITY (AMP/SQ-FT)
DESIGN PCOZ IttlHGI
COZ TRANSFER RATE (LBM--CO?./AttP-HR)
UNIT CELL AREA ISQ-FT/CELL)
CELL OPERATING TEMP IF)
CELL OPERATING PRESSURE I PSZA)
MASS FLOH OF MATER PRODUCED I LBM/HR)
CURRENT GENERATED I AHP)
POHER GENERATED IHATTS)
OZ CO_ED I LBH/HR)
COZ REMOVED (LBH/HR)
HZ CONSUHEO (LBIt/HR)










































HALF CYCLE "l'J[tlE, HZNUTES
MZN PRESS OF DESORBZNG MOLE SIEVE BED, PSIA
COZ ACCUMULATOR PRESSURE, PSZA
MAX TEHP OF DESRB HOL SIEVE BED, F
MAX TEHP OF DESRB SILICA GEL BED, F
CABIN AIR TEMPERATURE, F
FIRST TZHE INTO COMPONENT: 1=TRUE, O=FALSE
HALF CYCLE TIME, SECONDS
FULL CYCLE TIME, SECONOS
COMPUTATION TIME STEP, HOURS
FIRST HALF OF CYCLE: Z=TRUE, O=FALSE
HX COOLANT INLET TEMPERATURE, F
COMPRESSOR POHERp BTU/HR
FAN POHER, BI"U/HR
HEAT GIVEN TO DESRB SILICA GEL BED, BTU/HR
HEAT REMOVED BY THE HEAT EXCHANGER, BTU/HR
AVG Q FROM DSRBNG SZL GEL TO CABIN, BTU/HR
AVG Q FROM DSRBNG HOL SIV TO CABIN, BTU/HR
H20 ADSORBED IN SZL GEL BED 11, LBM
HZO ADSORBED ZN SZL GEL BED IZ, LBM
COZ ADSORBED ZN MOL SZV BED 11, LBH
COZ ADSORBED IN MOL SZV BED lip LBH



























































































































0.0 COZ ADSORBED IN PRESENT HOL SIY BED, LBIt
0.0 HZO DESORBED ZN PRESENT SZL GEL BED, LE_t
0.0 HZO DESORBED IN PRESENT HOL SZV BED, IBM
0.0 H£O ADSORBED LAST CYCLE, LBH
0.0 COZ ADSORBED LAST CYCLE, LBH
CYCLE CURRENTLY RUNNING
FAN EXIT TEMPERATURE, F
ADSORBING SIL GEL BED EXIT TEHP, F
ADSORBING HOL SIV BED EXIT TEHP, F
DESORBZNG SZL GEL BED EXIT TEMP, F
EDC HEAT EXCHANGER
• 9 1 505 0 1
Z
65 9¢_.0 HEAT LOAD FROH El)(: OR HOL SIEVE (BTU/HR)
ACCLJIIULATOR FOR C02 REHOVAL UNIT "1 IN ARS ,Z
30 -131 Z 3
ODD00 FLUID TEHP EQUALS INLET TEMP.
69 1.10 TOTAL HASS OF FLUID IN TANK, LBH
70 70.0 FLUID TEHPERATURE IN TANK, F
71 4.75 TANK VOLUHE, CUBIC FEET
7Z 30.0 FLUID PRESSURE IN TANK, PSZA
80 1.10 HASS OF COZ IN TANK, LBH
ACCUMULATOR FOR COZ REHOVAL UNIT "Z IN ARS "1
30 -133 Z 3
00000 FLUID TEHP EGIJALS INLET TEMP.
69 1.10 TOTAL HAS S OF FLUID IN TANK, LBtl
70 70.0 FLUID TEIIPERATURE IN TAId_j F
71 _.75 TANK VOLUHE, CUBIC FEET
72 30.0 FLUID PRESSURE IN TAFK, PSIA




.......... OZ GENERATION St_SYSTEHS ,1 FOR ARS .1 ........
STAI"ZC FEED SOLID POLYMER ELECTROLYSIS




LIGHTSZDE/COHTZNLKXJS : 1, DARKSZDE :0
NUHBER OF CELLS
TOTAL HEAT TO BE REHOVED BY SPE HX IBTU/HR)
OZ FLOH RATE TO CABIN ILBII/HR)
SPE HATER DEHAND (LBI1/HR)
HATER VAPOR FLOH TO CABIN (LBPI/HR)
CELL CURRENT (AHPS) - GPOLY CALC.
ZOO.O CELL OPERATING PRESSURE IPSIA)
155.0 CELL OPERATING TEHP (F)
Z9.33 NOHZNAL CELL CURRENT (AIIP/CELL)
KOH ELECTROLYSIS
85 Z17 0 1 14Z
OZ GENERATION HEAT EXCHANGER FOR SYSTEH ,i
_9 1 506 0 1 1_3
Z
65 HEAT LOAD ELEC CELLS (BTU/HR) GPOLY1 CALC
........ OZ GENERATION SUBSYSTEMS 8Z FOR ARS _1 ..........
STATIC FEED SOLID POLYHER ELECTROLYSIS










































































































































TOTAL HEAT TO BE REMOVED BY SPE HX (BTU/HR)
OZ FLOH RATE TO CABIN | LBI1/HR)
SPE HATER DEMAND I LBH/HR)
HATER VAPOR FLOI TO CABIN I LBM/HR )
CELL CURRENT lAMPS) - GPOLY CALC.
CELL OPERATING PRESSURE I PSZA )
CELL GPERAI"ZNG TEMP ( F )
NOMZHAL CELL CURRENT (A/1P/_ELL)
KOH E LECTROLYSZS
-Z17 0 1
OZ GENERATION HEAT EXCHANGER FOR SYSTEH ,Z
49 1 507 0 1
Z
65 HEAT LOAD ELEC CELLS IBTU/HR) GPOLY1 CALC
......... C02 REDUCTION SUBSYSTEH ,1 FOR ARS t2 ...........
SABATIER





















HEATER POKIER, NORMAL ! HATTS I
HEATER POHER,STARTUP I HATTS)
HATER CONDENSED (LBM/HR)
HETHAHE EXIT FLON (LBH/HR)
BOSCH
1 387 0 1 -510 0 1 3Z3
¢.0.000 HAX. CARBON LOADING FOR CARTRIDGE,
O. 163 DRY BASIS VOL FRAC OF COZ ZN COMP EXIT GASES
0.327 DRY BASIS VOL FRAC OF H2 ZN COHP EXIT GASES
O. Z35 DRY BASIS VOL FRAC OF CH_ IN COlIP EXIT GASES
O. Z75 DRY BASIS VOL FRAC OF CO ZN COHP EXIT GASES
0.900 EFFECTIVENESS FACTOR FOR CONDENSER
0.850 EFFECTIVENESS FACTOR FOR REGEN HX
Ze_. 300 REACTOR PRESSURE, PSZA
16. 900 CONDENSER PRESSURE, PSIA
1.000 AERODYNAMIC EFFTCIEHCY OF CONPRESSOR
0.?.50 MOTOR EFFZCTENCY OF COMPRESSOR
lZ30.000 DESIRED REACTOR TEMPERATURE, F
6.800 RECYCLE FLON RATE, PPH
6.600 LUMPED THERMAL HASS OF REACTOR, BTU/F
COZ REDUCTZOH SUBSYSTEH I_Z FOR ARS IlZ
SABATZER














HEATER POkiER, NORMAL (HATTS)
HEATER POHERpSTARTUP (HATTS)
HATER CONDENSED ( LBM/HR )
METHANE EXIT FLON (LBM/HRI
385 0 1 -511 0 1 370
MAX. CARBON LOADING FOR CARTRIDGE, LBH
DRY BASTS VOL FRAC OF COZ ZN COtlP EXIT GASES
DRY BASIS VOL FRAC OF HZ IN COHP EXIT GASES
DRY BASIS VOL FRAC OF CH4 IN COHP EXIT GASES
DRY BASTS VOL FRAC OF CO TN COHP EXIT GASES























































































































































































EFFECTZVENESS FACTOR FOR REGEN HX
REACTOR PRESSURE, PSIA
CONDEHSER PRESSURE, PSIA
AERODYNAHZC EFFTCZENCY OF COHPRESSOR
HOTOR EFFTCIENCY OF COHPRESSOR
OESZRED REACTOR TEHPERATURE, F
RECYCLE FLOH RATE, PPH
LUHPED THERHAL HASS OF REACTOR, BTIJ/F
COZ REMOVAL SYSTEHS t1 FOR ARS tZ--z=--------z------z---_rz_=_rr=rz--
EDC COZ REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM
76 6 355 Z 3 -407 Z 3 33Z
30 NUttBER OF CELLS
HEAT TO BE REHOVEO BY EOC HEX IBTU/HR)
ACTUAL CELL CURRENT DENSZTY (AHP/SQ-FT)
DESZGNCELL CURRENT DENSITY (AHP/S_-FT)
OESZGN PCOZ (HHHG)
COZ TRANSFER RATE ILBH--COZ/AMP-HR)
UNIT CELL AREA (SQ-FT/CELL)
CELL OPERATZNG TEMP (F)
CELL OPERATING PRESSURE (PSZA)
MASS FLOH OF HATER PRODUCED ILBII/HR)
CURRENT GENERATED (AMP)
POHER GENERATED IHAI"I_)
OZ CONSU_D ( _R )
COZ REHOVED ( LBH/HR )
HZ CONSLIqED ( LBT_HR )
SAHDCOZ REHOVAL SL_SYSTEM




























HALF CYCLE I"ZME, MINUTES
HIN PRESS OF OESORBING HOLE SZEVE BED, PSZA
COZ ACCUMULATOR PRESSURE, PSZA
MAX TEHP OF DESRB HOL SZEVE BED, F
MAX TEttP OF DESRB SZLZCA GEL BED, F
CABZH AZR TEHPERATURE, F
FZRST TZHE INTO COMPONENT: 1=TRUE, O:FALSE
HALF CYCLE TZHE, SECONOS
FULL CYCLE TZME, SECONDS
COHPUTATZON TZHE STEP, HOURS
FIRST HALF OF CYCLE: 1=TRUE, O=FALSE
HX COOLANT ZNLET TEMPERATURE, F
COHPRESSOR POHER, BTU/HR
FAN POHER, BTU/HR
HEAT GZVEN TO DESRB SILICA GEL BED, BTU/HR
HEAT REMOVED BY THE HEAT EXCHANGER, BTU/HR
AVG 9 FRGH DSRBNG SZL GEL TO CABZN, BTU/HR
AVG Q FROM DSRBNG HOL SZV TO CABZN, BTU/HR
HZO ADSORBED ZH SZL GEL BEO !1, LBH
HZO ADSORBED ZN SZL GEL BED IZ, LBH
C02 ADSORBED ZN HOL SZV BED 11, LBII
C02 ADSORBED ZN HOL SZV BED 12, LBH
HZO ADSORBED ZN PRESENT SIL GEL BED, LBH
COZ ADSORBED ZN PRESENT HOL SZV BED, LERt






























































































































97 0.0 H20 OESORBED ZN PRESENT HOL SZV BED, LBH
98 0.0 H20 ADSORBED LAST CYCLE, LBII
99 0.0 COZ ADSORBED LAST CYCLE, LI_
100 CYCLE CURRENTLY RUNHZIIG
101 FAN EXZT TEHPERATURE, F
102 ADSORBZHG SZL GEL BED EXIT TEMP, F
103 AOSORBZHGHOL SIV BED EXIT TEI4P_ F
10¢ DESORBZNG SZL GEL BED EXIT TEHPp F
EDC,/HOL SZEVE HEAT EXCHANGER FOR SYSTEH _1
¢9 1 512 0 1
Z
65 9_. O HEAT LOAD FROH EDC OR HOL SZEVE (BTU/HR)
333 Z
COZ REHOVAL SYSTEHS BZ FOR ARS _Z___=_
EDC COZ REMOVAL SUBSYSTEH
















30 _UtSBER OF CELLS
HEAT TO BE REHOVED BY EDC HEM (B11J/HR)
ACTUAL CELL CURRENT DENSZTY (AHP/SQ-FT)
DESIGN CELL CURRENT DENSZTY (NIP,/SQ-FT)
DESZGN PCO2 I NItlG)
C02 TRANSFER RATE ILBIq-COZ/AIIP-HR)
UNIT CELL AREA (SQ-FT,/CELL)
CELL OPERATING TEIIP IF)
CELL OPERATZNG PRESSURE ( PSZA )
HASS FLOH OF HATER PROOUCED (LBI'L/HR)





SAND C02 REtIOVAL _,JBSYSTEH










HOL SZEVE COZ REHOVAL SUBSYSTEH


































HALF CYCLE TIME, HINUTES
HIH PRESS OF OESORBZNG HOLE SZEVE BED_ PSIA
C02 ACCUItULATOR PRESSURE, PSZA
HAX TEHP OF DESRB HOL SZEVE BEO_ F
MAX TEtIP OF DESRB SZLZCA GEL BED, F
CABZN AZR TEHPERATURE, F
FZRST TZHE ZNTO COMPONENT: 1=TRUE, O=FALSE
HALF CYCLE TZHE, SECONDS
FULL CYCLE TZHE, SECONOS
COIIPUTATZON TZHE STEP, HOURS
FZRST HALF OF CYCLE: 1:TRUE, O=FALSE
HM COOLANT ZNLET TEHPERATURE, F
COHPRESSOR POHER, BTU/HR
FAN POHER, BTU/HR
HEAT GZVEN TO DESRB SZLZCA GEL BED, BTU/HR
HEAT REHOVED BY THE HEAT EXCHANGER, BTU/HR
AVG Q FROH OSRBNG SZL GEL TO CADZN, BTU/HR
AVG Q FROH DSRI_IG HOL SIV TO CABZN, BTU/HR
HZO ADSORBED IN SIL GEL BED _1, LBI1
H20 ADSORBED IN SIL GEL BED _2, LBIt




























































































O.O COZ ADSORBED ZN HOL SZV BED ,Z, LBft
0.0 HZO ADSORBED ZN PRESENT SZL GEL BED, LBII
0.0 COZ ADSORBED ZN PRESENT HOL SZV BED, LBH
0.0 HZO DESORBED ZN PRESENT SZL GEL BED, LBH
0.0 HZO DESORBED ZN PRESENT HOL SZV BED, LBft
0.0 HZO ADSORBED LAST CYCLE, LBil
0.0 COZ ADSORBED LAST CYCLE, LBM
CYCLE CURRENTLY RUHNZNG
FAN EXZT TEHPERATURE, F
ADSORBING SZL GEL BED EXZT TEHP, F
ADSORBZNG HOL SZV BED EX/T TEMP, F
DESORBZNG SZL GEL BED EXZT TEHP, F
EDC HEAT EXCHANGER FOR SYSYEH ,2
49 1 513 O 1
Z
65 94_..0 HEAT LOAD FROH EDC OR HOL SZEVE (BTU/HR)
ACCUteJLATOR FOR COZ REHOVAL UNZT ,1 ZN ARS "Z
30 -331 Z 3
OOO00 FLUZD TEHP EeUALS ZNLET TEMP.
69 1.10 TOTAL HAgS OF FLUZD IN TANK, LBII
70 70.0 FLLIZD TENPERATURE ZN TANK, F
71 4.75 TANK VOLUHE, CUBZC FEET
7E 30.0 FLUZD PRESSURE ZN TANK_ PSZA
80 1.10 HASS OF COZ IN TANK, LBft
ACCLfftULATOR FOR C02 REHOVAL UNIT 'Z ZN ARS "Z
30 -333 Z 3
00000 FLUZD TEHP EGUALS ZNLET TEHP.
69 1.10 TOTAL HAgS OF FLUID ZN TANK, LBH
70 70.0 FLUZD TEHPERATURE ZN TANK; F
71 4.75 TANK VOLIAIE, CI_ZC FEET
72 30.0 FLUZD PRESSURE ZN TAHK, PSZA
80 1.10 HASSOF COZ ZN TANK, LBtt
385
336
O2 GENERA"I"ZON SYSTEH ,1 FOR ARS :::::::::::::::::::::::::
STAT'J[C FEED SOLID POLYHER ELECTROLYSIS

















TOTAL HEAT TO BE REHOVED BY SPE IJX (BTU/HR)
OZ FLOH RATE TO CABZN (LBtt,/HR)
SPE HATER DEMAND (LBH/HR)
HATER VAPOR FLOH TO CABIN (LBfl/HR)
CELL CURRENT (AHPS) - GPOLY CALC.
ZO0.O CELL OPERATZNG PRESSURE (PSZA)
155.0 CELL OPERATZNG TEHP IF)
19.33 NOHZNAL CELL CURRENT (AHP/CELL)
KOH ELECTROLYSES SUBSYSTEH
85 417 O 1 34Z
OZ GENERATZON HEAT EXCHANGER FOR SYSTEH ,1
49 1 514 0 1 343
Z
65 HEAT LOAD ELECT CELLS (BTU/HR) GPOLY1 CALC
02 GENERATZON SYSTEH ,Z FOR ARS ,Z=:==========:==::======
3_
STATZC FEED SOLED POLYMER ELECTROLYSES





































































1 LIGHTSIOE CONTZNUOUS:I,DARKSIOE :0
20 NUttBER OF CELLS
TOTAL HEAT TO BE REttOVED BY SPE HX (BTU/HR)
OZ FLOH RATE TO CABIN (LBH/HR)
SPE HATER DEHAND ( LBIt/HR }
HATER VAPOR FLOH TO CABIN (LBII/HR)
CELL CURRENT lAMPS) - GPOLY CALC.
CELL OPERATING PRESSURE ! PSZA )
CELL OPERATING TEHP I F]







OZ GENERATION HEAT EXCHANGER FOR SYSTEM t2
49 1 515 0 1
Z
65 HEAT LOAD ELEC CELLS (BTU/HR) GPOLY1 CALC
395 Z
2 14 0 LIN LZN
CREHHAN METABOLIC RATE (BTU/HR) VS HISSZON TIHE ( SEC )
ZZ 0 . 0 24300 . 28800 . 42300 . 43200 . 46800 .
ZD 300 . 0 300 . 0 633 . 4 633 . 4 450.0 450 .
22 _000. 61200. 64800. 68600. 72000. 77400.
ZD 633.4 633.4 450.0 450.0 550.0 550.
2Z 83700. 86400.
2D 300.0 300.0
2 8 [IN LZN
PRESSURE CONTROL SUBSYSTEH REGULATOR FLOHRATE CURVE
NZ OPENING FLOHS (FRON JULY 1980 PCS TESTING AT JSC )
NZ OPENING FLOHS VS TOTAL PRESSURE ! PSIA)
2I O. 0 14.500 14.510 14.563 14.583 14.640
ZO 67.0 67.0 Z5.0 7.0 1.0 0.5
21 14.7ct6 100.0
2D 0.0 0.0
2 8 LIN LZN
PRESSURE CONTROL SUBSYSTEH REGULATOR FLOHRATE CURVE
N2 CLOSING FLOHS ! FROM JULY 1980 PCS TESTING AT JSC )
N2 CLOSING FLOHS VS TOTAL PRESSURE (PSIA)
21 0.0 14.590 14.625 14. 658 14.680 14.7_8
20 67.0 67.0 11.0 7.0 0.8 0.5
21 14.813 100.0
2D 0.0 0.0
3 3 14 LIN LZN LIN
CREHMAH LATENT LOAD ( BTIJ/HAN-HR ) VS TIHE (SEC) AND TEHP ( F )
32 O. 0 24300. 28800. 42300. 43200.
3D 65 . 0 70 . 0 70 . 0 ?53 . 375 253 . 375 90 . 0
3D 70.0 70.0 70.0 305.0 305.0 135.0
3D 75.0 70. O 70.0 363.375 363 • 375 180.0
32 46800. 5_000 . 61200 . 6_800 . 68600 .
3D 65.0 90 . 0 253 . 375 253 . 375 90 . 0 90 . 0
3D 70 . 0 135.0 305.0 305.0 135.0 135.0
3D 75.0 180.0 363. 375 363.375 180.0 180.0
32 72000. 77400. 83700. 86400.
3D 65.0 175.0 175.0 70.0 70.0
3D 70.0 225.Q 225.0 70.0 70.0
3D 75.0 Z80.0 280.0 70.0 70.0
2 4 LIN STP
NUMBER OF PEOPLE ZN HABITAT VS. TIHE, SECONDS
ZZ 0.0 Z8800. 79Z00. 86400.
ZD 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0


































































NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN LABORATORY VS. TZHE, SECONDS
ZZ 0.0 Z8800. 79Z00. 86400.
2D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Z 6 LZN LIN
PRESSURE CONTROL SUBSYSTEH REGULATOR FLOHRATE CURVE
OZ OPENING FLOHS (FROH JULY 1980 PCS TESTING AT JSC)
OZ OPENING FLOHS VS TOTAL PRESSURE (PSTA)
ZZ 0.0 14. BlO 14.565 14. 666 14. 700 100. 000
2D 10.0 10.0 0.85 0.2 0.0 0.0
Z 6 LIN LIN
PRESSURE CONTROL SUBSYSTEH REGULATOR FLOHRATE CURVE
OZ CLOSZNG FLOHS (FROH JULY 1980 PCS TESTZNG AT JSC )
02 CLOSZNG FLOHS VS TOTAL PRESSURE I pSTA)
2Z O. 0 14 • 605 14.67Z 14. 745 14. 819 100. 000



























HABITAT TEMPERATURE ( F )
HABITAT PRESSURE ( PSIA )
HABITAT OZ PRESSURE ( PSZA ]
HABTTAT DEH POINT ( F )
HABTTAT COZ PRESSURE ( HHHG )
LABORATORY TEHPERATURE ( F )
LABORATORY PRESSURE ( PSZA )
LABORATORY OZ PRESSURE ( PSZA )
LABORATORY DEH POZNT ( F )
LABORATORY COZ PRESSURE I HHHG )
OZ ACCUttULATOR PRESSURE ( PSIA )
HAB. COZ SUB 81 ACCUH. INLET FLOH (PPH)
COZ REHOVED BY HAB. SUBSYSTEH 81 (PPH)
HAB. SUB. 81 COZ ACCUH EXZT FLOH !PPH)
C02 ACCUH. PRESSURE (HAB. SUB. 81) (PSTA)
02 PROOUCED BY HAB. OZ GEN 81 (PPH)
H2 GEN FROH HAB. OZ GEN 81 (PPH)
HZ VENTED FROH HAB. OZ GEN 81 IPPH)
HZ TO COZ RED. FROH HAB OZ GEN 81 IPPH)
LAB. COZ SUB 81 ACCUH. INLET FLOH (PPH)
COZ REHOVED BY LAB. SUBSYSTEH 81 I PPH)
LAB. SUB. 81 COZ ACCUH EXIT FLOH (PPH)
COZ ACCUH. PRESSURE(LAB. SUB. 81) (PSZA)
02 PRODUCED BY HAB. OZ bEN 81 (PPH)
HZ GEN FROH LAB. OZ GEN 81 (PPH)
HZ VENTED FROH LAB. OZ GEN 81 (PPH)










The fifth section contains table data whereby parameters or
conditions that vary with time. may be input. For example, the
number of people in crew #I for the habitat can be varied with time
to permit simulation of the crew moving about the station.
C. 4.1.3 Input Data Modification
The user has various options to select. These options define the
bussing of hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and process air.
For carbon dioxide a further choice is provided between
intramodular and intermodular bussing. To date, none of the
bussing options have been checked; however, t/_e architecture and
logic is in place for these options•
The process air bus option provides a path around the station for
process air to flow to the various ECLS equipment. Without a bus,





C.4.1.3 Input Data Modification (Continued)
SVHSER 10639
An intramodule hydrogen bus causes any hydrogen generated frcm
either of two units in the module to be dLm_ed to a ccmmon line.
The same exists for carbon dioxide but with the addition of a COL
accumulation in each module and no acctm_lation with each CO 2
removal unit. For an intermodule CO 2 bus, the CO 2 from all CO 2
removal units dump to a _n line with only one CO2 accumulator
for the station.
At present, the nitrogen bus logic is not in place either in the
flow connections or in the subroutines themselves where N 2 purging
needs to be modeled.
The user also can select which type of unit to perform an ECLSS
function. The input setup shown in Table C-7 has Bosch for CO 2
reduction, molecular sieve for CO 2 removal, and solid polymer
electrolysis for oxygen generation. To swap one unit for another
to perform a function, simply make the ccm_ponent number the one for








CO 2 Reduction Habitat 1 121
002 Reduction Habitat 2 123
CO 2 Reduction Laboratory 1 321
002 Reduction Laboratory 2 323
002 R_moval Habitat 1 131
002 Removal Habitat 2 133
CO 2 Removal Laboratory 1 331
CO 2 Removal Laboratory 2 333
02 Generation Habitat 1 141
02Generation Habitat 2 142
02Generation Laboratory 1 341
02 Generation Laboratory 2 343
Units that are not used in the simulation should be numbered 500 or














































Molecular Sieve " 1
EDC " 2
SAWD " 2











Molecular Sieve " 1
EDC " 2
SAWD " 2









C. 4.1.4 Program Output
Five output files are generated; three are tabular data and two are
for plots. Table C-9 shows the output data for the input file
shown in Table C-7. As discussed earlier, plots are generated
using the _ software [3]. Plots generated are presented in
Figures C-I through C-20.
C.4.2 Operation Using the. Langley Prime Cc_suter
For instructions on installing and using a program from Hamilton
Standard's IBM to Langley's PRIME, please refer to instructions
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Habitat O^ Partial Pressure ....................
Habitat C62 Partial Pressure .... ii!i " "''[" "'''!Habitat De@ Point Temperature.. "[ ..
Habitat Temperature ......................................
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